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Che Ocean
ALPHONSE SCHUMACHER, 713

OGbe foaming walls advance into an ocean cave
And dashing in its depths, its rocky ramparts lave:
On rugged crags the churning billows break, and sweep
Ohe silver sands upon the ebbing briny dcep.
Ghe fleecy, frothing crests that grace the roaring surge
“Are tost upon the main and swallowed in the gurae,
Obat in its swelling anthem bids the ocean sprite

“Awake, and with the spirits of its dead unite.
How softly is their requiem o’er the glistening plain

By gentle breezes wafted., till its plaintive strain
So sadly breathes its cadence on the rippling sea—
TA melody that for its dead still makes its plea,
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Atoysius J. SCHMEDINGHOFF, 715.
4

O vast, so broad and so rich are the natural resources of

| our country that we are prone to be wasteful of the very
wealth of which we boast. We squander resources
which it required the building of the world to furnish
us, and nowhere more alarmingly than in the utilization
—<}
of the coal supply. In all that pretains to the mining,
preparation,
or consumption of coal, there are immense wastes. During
the past year 500,000,000 tons of coal were produced and 250,000,000
tons were wasted or left under ground in such a condition that it will
probably never be recovered in the future. It is estimated that in conducting mining operations one-half of the anthracite, and one-third the
bituminous coal, or, in other words, fifty per cent of the quantity of
coal produced and marketed, is left in the mines. Again, only about
one-fourth of the power and energy of that extracted and marketed is
obtained by present methods, and not over eleven per cent is effectively
utilized.

If such wastes are allowed to continue and if the present

rate of production is not diminished, it is thought by some scientists
that the available quantity of coal will be exhausted in less than one
hundred and fifty years. This estimate is probably pessimistic, but it
serves to arouse us to the true state of affairs and to show us that,

after all, our resources may be very short-lived. Such wholesale production, as has been taking place in the past, was good enough for the
purpose of opening up a new country, but the time has come now when
the future life of the mineral resources is to be seriously considered.
The wastes in the mining of coal, as has been said, are enormous.
At the present time fully 80,000,000 tons of anthracite coal are being
left in the mines each year; and, since coal mining first began in this
country, 2,000,000,000 tons of anthracite and 3,000,000,000 tons of

bituminous coal have been left underground in such a condition that
future extraction is very improbable.

In some rare cases, it is true,

through care and ideal conditions, all the coal of a mine has been recovered, but in other cases, because of the thickness of the beds, not
over thirty per cent was realized.

During the early days in Pennsyl-

vania, it was estimated that only forty per cent of the contents of a
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riine were marketed, and even as late as 1893, this was considered a
liaximum recovery. Since that time, by improving the applications of
methods in use, recovery has been increased to fifty per cent; but even
this figure leaves much to be desired.
The wastes in the operation of mining may be reduced to a few
main causes. In the first place much valuable coal is lost in pillars
for the support of the roof and in the roof itself. Sometimes more than
a foot of coal is required in the roof because of the unstable character
of the material over the coal. Much coal will very probably be wasted
in this way in the Western States because the coal beds are closely
associated and the strata are too weak to form good roofs. Much was
lest in early times by leaving pillars, too narrow and too weak to support the material above the beds, and to hold the weight of the shafts,
houses, railways, canals, reservoirs and rivers on the surface. The
waste resulting from pillars and roof may be considered to be a necessary waste, although under a proper system of mining the pillars may
be removed wholly or in part and much coal be thus recovered.
A waste, however, which could hardly be looked upon as necessary
is that which results from thick seams. In many of these the variation
in the quality of coal is so great that large quantities of the less valuable
varieties are left in the ground in such a way that they can never be
recovered.

Sometimes these seams are so difficult to work, unless the

whole thickness is of uniform character, that only the best is taken out;
whilst at other times the whole of a thick seam cannot be mined without danger to life. More often, however, the higher grades, although
lying at a lower level, are alone extracted and the inferior grades are.
left behind because of the greater market value of the better coal.
When, therefore, the pillars are withdrawn, the overlying strata are
broken up so badly that it is impossible to recover the coals contained
therein. Much coal was thus wasted in the beds of Pennsylvania.
Moreover, the beds are not always solid coal. Often there is a layer of
shale in a bed, and where the beds are thinner they are disregarded
because of the necessity of handling the shale. One-fourth, and even
one-third of the available coal is thus being lost. In a given area there
are often several beds at different levels, and if the lower beds are
worked first, the sinking of the upper ones will mash the coal and leave
it in a condition in which it is difficult to extract later. This is due to
the desire on the part of the operators to increase their profits for

the year.
A certain amount of coal is wasted, due to the practice of under-

cutting the coal.

In holing or undercutting, the collier must cut away
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considerable portions of the seam. This then becomes mixed with the
dirt and dust of the mine and is rendered practically useless. If mechanical cutters were employed, the undercutting could be done in the
hard metal or fire clay beneath the seam, and thereby the cutting away
of valuable seams could be avoided.
Furthermore, in conducting mining operations, large quantities of
small varieties of coal are produced. These are known as “culm” in the
anthracite regions, and as “slack” in the bituminous fields. The quantity of this slack is especially large in the non-caking or dry varieties
of bituminous coal, and represents, under present conditions, an almost
entire loss, since it cannot be used for coke making. Then, too, because it does not fuse in the fire-box, is very unsatisfactory for the production of steam. Many. thousand tons of this slack are being thrown
on the ground every year and burned to prevent “cumbering the
ground.” The waste resulting from this slack could be largely reduced
by briquetting with tar; but this process adds a cost of about one dollar
to the ton and renders competition with the raw coal impossible. The
causes of the production of unnecessarily large quantities of this slack
are the excessive uses of powder and “shooting from the solid.” The
amount of slack could, therefore, be reduced by careful methods of
mining.
Probably no less or even more than the wastes in the mining of coal

are those in the use and consumption of coal. Of this by far the largest
per cent results from the coke industry as carried on in this country.
No other industry except the mining of coal itself is attended with so
much needless waste. The waste is in many instances deliberate and
wanton, the old methods being followed blindly in face of the improvements that have been made elsewhere. Beehive ovens are still by far
the more numerous in spite of the increased production and greater
desirability of the by-product, or retort ovens. One cause of this is the
necessity of utilizing the enormous investments in the old oven, a
change meaning the wiping out of millions of dollars of capital. An

other reason is that the cost of the elaborate installations of by-product
ovens is very high when compared to the old ovens.

The coke industry

in this country has, therefore, been kept far behind that of other coun-

tries. The United States still has about 95,000 beehive ovens, and only
about 4,000 retort ovens, while Germany cokes little or no coke except
in by-product ovens.
A clearer insight into the enormous waste of the beehive oven can
be had when we consider that in 1907 about 62,000,000 tons of coal were
charged into those coke ovens, yielding 40,500,000 tons of coke and en-
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tailing a loss of about 21,500,000 tons of the richest part of the coal.
In the beehive oven the volatile combustible contents of the coal are
consumed and all the valuable constituents are wasted. These consist,
in the main, of gas, tar and ammonia, and can be put to various uses.
The gas furnishes good fuel; the tar may be used for many purposes,
such as briquetting coal, making dyestuffs, etc.; and the ammonia is
valuable as a fertilizer in the shape of ammonium sulphate.
In the by-product ovens all these are saved. The first by--product
ovens in the United States were built in 1893 in Syracuse, N. Y. Up to
1907 there were 3,892 of these and 94,746 beehive ovens. The production of the retort ovens was 5,607,899 short tons of coke; that of the
beehive ovens, 35,171,665 tons. The 5,607,899 tons of coke realized
from the retort ovens were valued at $21,665,157, and the value of the
by-products was $7,548,071, or about one-third of the value of coke produced. The coal consumed in the retort ovens was 7,460,587 short tons,
and that used in the beehive ovens was 54,485,522 short tons, all the by
products being lost. Assuming that the coal which was used in the
beehive ovens was, on the whole, of as good a quality as that used in
retort ovens, and that the prices would not be less than eighty per cent
of the average prices obtainable in 1907, the value of the wasted byproducts of 1907 amounted to $44,000,000, a sum equal to nearly eighty
per cent of all the coal used in beehive ovens during that year. If we
consider, further, that the difference in the value of the by-products
coke and the beehive coke was due only to the difference in the freight
charges (since the beehive ovens are near the mines, and the by-product
ovens are close to the market), then the total value of th 1907 output
of coke from beehive ovens would, if made in retort ovens close to the
market, have represented a value of $135,750,000. This sum of money
added to the $44,000,000, or the value of the by-products wasted, gives
nearly $180,000,000. Iffrom $90,000,000, or the difference between the
value of the coke plus the by-products, if the coal had been coked in
retort ovens, and the value of the coke alone from the beehive ovens, be
subtracted, the difference in value between that which the coal would
have assumed, if carried to the retort ovens, and that which it had at the
beehive ovens, or $52,000,000, the remainder would be $38,000,000. This

sum of money, minus the difference in operating expenses, wear and
tear, interest on capital, etc., would represent nearly the actual net loss

in value as the result of beehive coke production compared with the byproduct coke practice in 1907. It is calculated that if for the 95,000
beehive ovens, retort ovens were substituted, $50,000,000 would be
saved annually.
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When we consider that the retort ovens yield a greater amount of
coke per ton of coal and that of a better quality, together with large
quantities of by-products, we can give no excuse for the continued use
of beehive ovens. Invested capital is no reason for disregarding the
responsibility of preserving as much as possible the natural resources
for the future. Moreover, the saving resulting from the use of retort
ovens would more than justify, in a few years, the necessary cost of
installation.
Furthermore, there is an immense waste of coal due to imperfect
combustion. Not over eleven per cent of the power and energy in coal
is effectively utilized; the remainder is lost through the inefficiency of
the steam boiler, steam engine, electric dynamo and smoking chimney.
The dense, black smoke we see issuing from our chimneys in such volumes is nothing but unconsumed carbon. When very dense, it represents a loss of from one-fifth to one-third of the power and energy of
the coal put in. Again, if all the coke in the United States were made
in retort ovens, these would yield from carbon now wastefully consumed, by-products not considered, approximately 1,000,000 H. P.
In average practice, in using coal for light making, through the several stages of consuming the coal, making the steam, transforming the
steam into electric energy, and, finally, changing this energy into light,
not one per cent of the available energy in coal is transformed into
light. A common estimate is one-fifth of one per cent.
Lastly, in converting the energy of coal into steam power, an enormous waste ensues. This is, in the first place, due to boiler scale. The
boiler scale in locomotives alone in this country means an annual loss
of 15,000,000 tons of coal.

One-sixteenth of an inch of this scale means

a thirteen per cent loss; and one-eighth of an inch, a not uncommon
quantity in many boilers, causes a twenty-five per cent loss. Under the
most favorable conditions, the steam engine does not produce in power
more than about fifteen per cent of the heat units in coal; and in average practice perhaps not more than five to ten per cent of the heat

energy. In 1906 there were in this country 51,000 locomotives. It is
estimated that these locomotives consumed during the year not less
than 90,000,000 tons of coal, or one-fifth, or more, of all the coal mined

during the same year. Of these 90,000,000 tons of coal, twenty per cent
performed no function of moving the trains forward. These twenty
per cent represented a dead loss. Improvements will very likely be
made in the future, but the locomotive will very probably remain a
very unsatisfactory means of utilizing the energy and power in cecal.
Although some of this wholesale waste of coal resources is inevita-
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ble and can be reduced very little, by far the greater amount is altogether unnecessary. One very efficient way of reducing the rate of
waste would be the substitution of the gas engine for the steam engine.
The gas engine works on a different principle from the steam engine.
Instead of burning the coal under the boiler, making steam, the coal is
transformed into gas, which is then mixed with air, making an explosive
compound, the explosions taking place in the piston of the engine and
thus driving it. Coal in this manner is made more efficient. Comparative tests of a large number of different bituminous coals under a boiler
and in a gas producer showed that the average consumption of coal per
brake horse power in the steam plant was 2.7 times that in the producer
piant. The distinct advantage of the producer plant over the steam
plant is that the poorer grades of coal unfit for use under the boiler, ca.
be used effectively in the gas producer, and their energy can be converted into mechanical and electrical energy.
Furthermore, water could be more effectively and extensively used
for the production of power and light. Its power can be utilized at a

very small cost and it is inexhaustible. This would mean an immense
saving in coal consumption. Much has been done in recent years in
this regard, and in the future water will be used to a much greater
extent than formerly. At least, the increased demand for power will
be met entirely by the use of water. At the present time, under favorable conditions, water power can be transmitted two hundred, and even
three hundred miles. The extended use of this great power producer
will greatly lessen the draft upon the coal supply.
The introduction of mechanical stokers would, likewise, mean a
great saving. In the central heating plant at Wisconsin University the
economy of mechanical stokers, as compared to hand firing, is about
thirty-five per cent. It is economical and right that all large consumers
of coal will be required to install some kind of stoker which will get the
highest efficiency. It would be advisable also for smaller users to unite
in central heating plants and thus distribute heat and power.
Much waste could also be avoided by alteration in flues and hot
chambers, whereby combustion would be made more complete, at the
double advantage of less fuel and more heat. Or, again, grates should

be introduced suitable for burning qualities of large coal and slack, at
present worthless.

Finally, education is required in the form of laws that prohibit any
practice, whether in the mining or in the consumption of coal, which

entails an unnecessary loss. More advanced methods of mining shou'd
be made compulsory; beehive ovens should not be allowed to operate
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any longer; and mechanical stokers ought to be obligatory to manufacturing plants. These measures would seem to be infringing upon the
rights of private owners; but whenever anyone wantonly wastes and
destroys a natural boon which it took the building of the world to give
us, the law ought to have power to intervene.
It is to be hoped that in the near future such improvements in mining will be made as to reduce the waste to twenty-five, or even ten per
cent; that the coal slack will be briquetted and used; that the beehive
oven will be seen no more; that the smoke nuisance will be abolished;
that discoveries will be made to increase the efficiency of the coal used;
and that, finally, water will be substituted to a much greater extent
for coal in the development of power.

———D
Frank A. THILL, ’14.

=) EFORE entering into the discussion of the possibility or
<i]

advisability of dramatizing the novel, it is imperative
that we first consider the essential difference in the construction of these two literary productions. Both have
certain and undeniable characteristics, and the method
:
aes
of their development present irreconcilable differences.
The law of the theatre, according to M. Ferdinand Brunetiére, an eminent French dramatic critic, requires that the drama deal with an
exertion of the human will, a struggling towards a set end by one of
the characters, and the final achievement of that aim, whether it be

advantageous or not. It is a portrayal of one of the passionate crises
of life, when the dual natures of men clashes, when honor and selfish-

ness grapple, resulting in the final overthrow of the less potent. The
method of the drama is, therefore, precise, set and rigid.
Now, what characterizes the novel? The one and only word which
we think characterizes the rule or law, to which the writer of prose
fiction must be subservient, is, Universality. He has, to begin with,
absolute freedom in the choice of a subject. He is neither limited as to
time or space. He may, by slow character development, allow a single
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character, marooned on a desert island, gradually work out his destiny,
or he may throw an army into the busy thoroughfares of the world’s
metropolis. He may be concise or he may clothe his plot in mystery,
waiting to the very end to elucidate his theme. His novel may have the
force of a sermon or an oration, and in this wise the novelist frequently
gains many hearers, to whom he could not appeal to from the pulpit
or from the platform. His hero may be the sport or pay-thing of
chance, if he so wills, and withal the novelist will not transgress a
single principle of his art.
On comparing the determined laws of the drama with the liberty
and license allowed the novelist, it is only logical to conclude that the
latter form can never be successfully substituted for the former. And
it is precisely this ignorance or disregard of the fundamental difference
between the two, which causes the almost certain failure of nine-tenths
of our dramatized novels. Perhaps you may say that our statement
concerning the percentage of unsuccessful dramatic productions is exaggerated, but when we speak of these dramatizations as being unsuccessful, we should ask you to bear in mind that we are taking the term,
“success,” in the manner in which it appeals to the artist. It represents, not a passing life, but an existence that is immortal, and, therefore, we are positive that if we take into consideration all the dramatic
adaptations of novels in the past ten years, we should surely find an
almost unbroken chain of failure and disaster. Of course, it is possible,
as was just mentioned, that a dramatized romance may gaina fleeting
popularity by the business abilities of certain shrewd managers; or
again, the adaptation to the stage of a novel may hold our attention
for some time, on account of the overwhelming popularity of the novel,

as is the case with “Uncle Tom’s Cabin ;” or a third reason may be that
we are wont to associate with the play the extraordinary portrayal of

some particular character.

However, these cases are comparatively

few, when we take into consideration the almost instant failure which
greets most attempts. To sum up the entire situation: the effect is
rarely satisfactory and frequently disastrous from both the artistic
and financial viewpoint.

As was already mentioned, the cause for such a failure is evident
when we consider the underlying principles governing the two arts.
There is a gulf of separation, and the taking over bodily, as is fre-

quently done with the novel, and placing it before an audience, is
doomed to instant failure.

The transgression, then, of the laws of the

drama can be traced to one of two fallacies: either woeful: ignorance
or wilful disregard of the dramaturgic requirements.

Of the former

10
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we shall say nothing, but the dramatist who ignores the existence of
this law is, in most cases, the victim of circumstance. He may realize
that in his dramatization he has neglected to follow the dictates of his
art, and yet he has not the power to disengage the essential dramatic
theme from the comparatively minor and less important incidents of
the book. The lack of this power is due to the fact that he knows his
audience will be composed mostly of admirers of his story in novel
form, and he realizes that they will look for and expect this or that
striking scene. The dramatist, therefore, is prone, against his. better
judgment, to clip scenes from the book that have rendered the novel
popular, but that fail to contain directly, or transgress entirely, the
dramaturgic demands. His drama, therefore, becomes an illustrated
lecture, and lacking, as it must, the essential qualities of the drama,
its life as such is necessarily short.
The drama, then, will not yield its place to the novel, because its
right of existence is governed by an entirely different principle; be
cause it is, so to speak, under strict discipline, whereas the novel has
complete liberty. We shall consider, first of all, the initial step to be
taken by both artists, namely, the choosing of a subject. In this mat-

ter, as in all others, the novelist has no limitations, his liberty is so
broad that he may write on what he will, and sooner or later, provided
he has a message, something worth while, his work will find itself in
the hands for which it was intended. This, indeed, may not happen for
years, but it is inevitable. Not so, however, with the playwright. He
is confined to subjects which are universal in character. He has not
only the educated mind to cater to, but his theme must be such that the
masses may appreciate it; in fact, the life of the drama necessarily
depends on the judgment of the people, who make up the great bulk of
the theatre supporters. The dramatist, therefore, is confronted by a
sort of dilemma, a problem of satisfying both the cultured and ordinary
ind. The idea is aptly expressed, I believe, by the Latin poet Horace:
“For the intellectual class is offended (if you write for the crowd
alone), nor shall they accept with equal mind, and bestow the crown
of immortality on the work applauded only by the buyer of nuts and
roasted peas.”
The limitation of time and place is another grave problem to which
the dramatist is subjected. The novelist has the entire world asa stage,

whilst not infrequently our modern authors have not found this a
large enough sphere, but have placed their scenes on Mars or some other

equally far removed planet. The writer of romance has also the advantage of time, for he may boil his story down to a single column news-
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paper narrative, or his work may take on the more pretentious form
cf several hundred pages. Now the dramatist must present his composition on a stage which at most is only several yards wide, and hardly
as deep. He can make use of no hurried steam or aerial journeys, his
characters must work out their destiny, at least the principal steps in
it, in full view of the audience. Then, again, the time of the play is
limited. The theatre-goer of today is very exact as to the amount of
time he wishes to spend in this way. The dramatist may seldom, if ever,
extend or condense his work, for the time of an evening’s entertainment has been definitely set at two hours and one-half or thereabouts.

Should the dramatist be too brief, he cannot furnish the required evening’s entertainment; and should he go beyond his allotted time, he is
apt, no matter how artistic, to become irksome to the energetic and
nervous man of today. And, finally, the drama has a set number of
ects, and except for very good reasons the playwright may not divide
these acts into more than a few scenes.
The most essential difference in the two forms is apparent in the
wholly different manner of the developments of character. The hero or
heroine of the novelist is frequently a person of mystery, revealing his
real character only at the very end. In other words, the novelist captivates the interest of his reader by suspense. He may, to heighten our
curiosity, allow us to expect or imagine a certain outcome to some
peculiar situation; he may, through minor characters, illumine his
central figure; he is even permitted to turn back several chapters tq,
unravel a tangle, and at the very end, frequently by his solution, he
deceives us entirely, rendering all the clues on which we based our
hypothesis oracular. It is precisely in this that the novel has its greatest charm.

The chief figure in the drama, however, is never elucidated

from without, the development of his character is the result of a struggle; the dramatic figure shapes its own course by sheer force of will, to
a set end, and it is this struggle againt odds that delights the dramatist’s audience. The playwright, therefore, may never, except at his
own peril, make use of deception; he cannot trick his audience, neither

may he use suspense. The humor of a comedy, for example, may arise
from the concealment and consequent overhearing of uncomplimentary
remarks by some particular character, but the audience must be aware
of that concealment, or the effect is lost entirely. The gradual and
slow development of character is a device denied the dramatist. Because he knows that his audience has no time to level hills already
crossed, the audience must see the ultimate effect of every cause, so

12
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that there may be a steady and never-flagging movement towards the
ultimate effect.
The man who attempts to dramatize a novel and is confined and
limited to the scenes and action of the novel, to the points which have
made the romance a success, can never produce a lasting drama. His
work may be successful for a year, perhaps two, but it will never stand
the test of time. By this we do not wish to infer that the novel is incapable of being dramatized, but the task is surely a difficult one, and is
only rarely successfully accomplished. The successfully dramatized
novel,—and there are some,—exists either because the story appeared
in novel form only after it was dramatized, or because of the paramount
skill of the dramatist. In building a genuine play about the novel, the |
dramatist, after having carefully removed every scrap of the novel’s
flesh, has endowed the mere skeleton with new organism and life, the
body and soul of the drama. We are told that the great French writer,
Dumas, understanding as he did the rules of both novel and drama,
hesitated to dramatize any single one of his novels, leaving the work to
sume young and inexperienced writer, who, as is usually the case, was
the loser through the operation.
There have been not a few critics who have placed the novel above
the drama in artistic merit, and there is no doubt but that the drama
has suffered through the intervention of the novel and the newspaper.
But we affirm that the drama is not at fault because of this apparent
lack of liberty, which all true art demands, but rather that this is due
te the inability and inexpertness of our dramatists in meeting the requirements. Nota single one of the great passions which sway the life
of man is unavailable to the dramatist, and he may construct about
these vital periods a tale which must be interesting to his fellowman.
The drama, in our opinion, is the grandest and most effective form of
literature, because it not only presents to us the dream or the idle
fancy of some author, but because every character of the dramatist
must be flesh and blood. He must act before our eyes scenes which are
as old as the creation of man, and being thus familiar, to present them
naturally and effectively, is, we believe, a crucial test for the existence

of genuine artistic ability.

|
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MicuHaeu T. Lecror, 713.
‘(Second Notice.)
]HE second volume of this highly interesting biography
opens with his appointment to the Archbishopric of
Westminster, which occurred March 29, 1892, ten weeks
and four days after the decease of his predecessor, Cardinal Manning, in that See. Surveying his new field of
labors, after enthronement, he was strongly impressed
with the difference between being a Bishop in Lancashire and a Metropolitan in the first See in England. “In Salford he addressed himself
te his co-religionists in a provincial city, but in Westminster he addressed the whole English people.” But it was not in the new Archbishop’s nature to be discouraged by odds. Besides, “he had been
chosen by the Holy See, and it was his business now to justify the
choice,” and he did so. To the great surprise of the whole nation, ten
months after having become Metropolitan of Westminster, Archbishop
Vaughan was raised to the dignity of Cardinal by Leo XIII.—a very
signal favor indeed, and one that was highly gratifying both to himself
and to his people.
Naturally, the first matter that claimed the Cardinal’s attention in
his new sphere of action, was the all-important one of Education,—
Education of the clergy, and Higher Education of laymen. This dual
question, of such supreme significance everywhere, is treated very extendedly in Chapters II and III; and the views entertained concerning
it by Cardinal Vaughan and the strenuous efforts he made to promote
it, are set forth at great length by the learned biographer, who assures
the reader that, regarding what he relates concerning the establishing

of a Single Seminary for the education of clergy from the greater part
of Southern England (a pet project of the Cardinal’s), he “speaks with
first-hand authority.” This project, however, proved unsuccessful.
His Fight for the Schools, which the Cardinal “regarded as the

most important work of his life,’ was a long one; a Fight which he
*The Life of Cardinal Vaughan, by J.G. Snead-Cox.
vol., XIV+981 pp., $3.50 net.

St. Louis, B. Herder. 2
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commenced when Bishop of Salford, and continued nearly to his death
in London. The Fight and the success that ended it, are graphically
related by the clever pen of the biographer.
The Reunion of the Churches, the next affair in which the Cardinal
figured, was a Corporate Reunion only, which originated “with a party
in the Established Church, and came to an end with the final condemnation of Anglican Orders by the Bull Apostolicae Curae.” “Though in
entire sympathy with the idea of Reunion, and fully impressed with the
grandeur of the hope that the Church of England might again be reconciled to the Holy See,” -the Cardinal yet saw in the Corporate form of
this Reunion its utter impracticability. We see that this delusion—for
delusion it proved to be—occupied the attention of some of the highest
dignitaries of both the Anglican and the Catholic Churches from 1894
te 1896, and ended by clearly showing the Anglicans that there is no
easy high-way to the Catholic Church,—no way of reconciliation,
“apart from the way of submission.”
Rome and Lambeth, is a chapter devoted to the consideration of fia
validity of Anglican Orders. In March, 1896, we are informed, an
International Commission was appointed by Pope Leo XIII, to meet
in Rome, and examine and report upon this question in all its bearings
This Commission, the writer informs us, presented its findings in due
time to the Cardinals of the Holy Office, who, after a month’s consideration, pronounced a “unanimous decision,” declaring the “Anglican
Orders absolutely invalid.”
“From the Cardinals’ Council the case passed to the Pope, and after
a further interval of some weeks, the Bull Apostolicae Curae was published, declaring the Orders of the Church of England null and void.”
The writer states that this had always been Cardinal Vaughan’s belief
regarding this question,—a belief to which he gave strong public expression in clear and forcible language, a week or so later on. The
magnitude of this subject was such that its discussion called forth the
Gpinions not only of some of the most distinguished Catholic and

Protestant divines of England, but even of some eminent laymen—for
instance, Lord Halifax and Mr. Gladstone.
On the occasion of Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee in 1897, a
discussion arose regarding the expression “Roman Catholic” and its
significance, as used by Protestant writers of that time. These writers
intended to convey the meaning that there are other Catholics besides
“Roman”; there are Greek Catholics, and Anglo-Catholics, for instance.
This discussion was prolonged until it ran into another, arising out of
the Royal Declaration, or King Edward VII’s Coronation Oath, an oath
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containing so many expressions highly offensive to Catholics, that
Cardinal Vaughan pronounced them blasphemous, and _ painfully
“wounding to the deepest and most sacred feelings of millions of
Catholics throughout the British Empire.” Both questions with their
pros and cons exhibiting the views of many distinguished men in
church and state, are very attractively written up at considerable
length by the clever biographer and afford very interesting reading.
Rescue Work is an extension of that work which Cardinal Vaughan
had been engaged in with the great proselyting societies while Bishop
of Salford. In both places, thousands of poor Catholics were lost to the
Faith by the workhouse system then in vogue throughout England,
until, in course of time, measures were adopted both by Cardinal
Vaughan and his illustrious predecessor, which successfully counter-

acted it.
Like all great servants of God occupying a high or a low station in
this world, Cardinal Vaughan had his share, and a goodly share too, of
crosses and sufferings. In Chapter IX, Crosses by the Wayside, are related many instances of these, in the form of death of dear relatives,
personal bodily infirmities, ill health generally, painful disappointments, etc., and with these is recorded the edifying disposition with
which he accepted them. In his diary are written the following: “The
School of Suffering is the School of Christ, and happy are they who
study in it;” “We are here to suffer;” “People are such fools and so
blind that they think suffering is an evil, and do not know its real and
eternal value.” The biographer relates the following instance of suffering occasioned by the death of a very dear relative. The Cardinal’s
brother, Roger, Archbishop of Sydney, returned to England in the summer of 1883, after an absence of ten years. The first night after landing he stopped at his aunt’s, where he was met by a family party, all
eager to see and welcome him. He retired that night bright and cheerful, and on account of fatigue from traveling so long a journey, it was
arranged that he could remain in bed longer than usual and say a late
mass. Next morning all were assembled in the chapel at 9 o’clock to
hear mass, but the Archbishop came not. At length one of the party
went to call him, and when he entered the sleeping room he found the

Archbishop stiff and cold in death! The Cardinal, at that time Bishop
of Salford, was shocked, and distresed with stupefying wonder, at the
mystery of the ways of God. This death affected him for years afterwards.
The great undertaking of erecting a Westminster Cathedral, was a
project first contemplated by Cardinal Wiseman, next developed into
tangible shape by his successor, Cardinal Manning, and finally carried
4
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into effect by Cardinal Vaughan. “The latter came resolved to build,
and he built,” as has been nicely said, but he did not live to finish. To
those who asked him concerning the funds requisite for such a colossal
work, he replied that he had put the matter in the hands of St. Joseph
and he felt not a momentary misgiving. “I believe God wishes me to
take this business in hand,’ he would say, “and in His name I will do
so.” The history of this magnificent structure and the part performed
by each of those connected with it, especially that done by Cardinal
Vaughan, are all very interestingly related by the well-informed biog“rapher, whose opinion regarding the massive durability of the grand
building is expressed in this short sentence: “Westminster Cathedral,
in every sense of the phrase, was built for eternity.”
Under the heading, “Characteristics,” there are related so many
beautiful things of the Cardinal, that a transcription of one, we think,
not out of place here. We read that, “When he came to Westminster
he had to choose a new confessor, and he selected his private secretary.
The Archbishop astounded the priest, the first time he came to confession, by bending down and kissing his feet at the end of his confession; and when the embarrassed confessor tried to remonstrate, the
Archbishop said gently, ‘Let me; it does me good,’ but when that was
ineffectual, he cut short further expostulation by the pointed remark,
‘It is not you I am reverencing.’ ”
The Inner Life of the great Ecclesiastic is finely set forth in “A
Sketch of the Spiritual Character of the Cardinal,’ by his spiritual
director, Father Considine, a Jesuit. Here we get a glimpse of the distinguished churchman’s interior, his thoughts and aspirations, his private doings and sayings,
and if occasionally we discover what may appear to be a defect of character, or an imperfection that may somewhat
surprise us in so eminent a servant of God, we, on the other hand, meet
with very much that both edifies and instructs us. His last days were
days of very much physical suffering, all of which he endured with becoming humility and resignation, and with frequent communications

with our Lord, the Blessed Virgin, St. Joseph, and St. Peter. He died
on the night of June 19th, the Feast of the Sacred Heart, 1903, while
endeavoring to pronounce the holy names of Jesus, Mary and Joseph.
The biographer deserves to be congratulated on the signal success
with which he has accomplished his great work; and although, as he
says in his preface, “he has written without reserve and without suppression, describing the man as he was in his strength and in his weakness, with his gifts and his limitations,” it is still a work of great
merit, and no doubt will be read extensively both on account of its illustrious subject, and of the distinguished writer.
,
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Friendship
HENRY J. KLEIN, 13

True friendship is of priceless worth
The highest gift of man,

All else your gold may easily buy,
A friend, you never can.
Too soon we notice others’ faults
And east a friend aside,
Yet in his soul unknown to us,

Great virtues may abide.
Too oft by outer signs we judge
And thus a friend condemn,
Yetas ‘tis known, the roughest stone
Oft yields the richest gem.
We always see our neighbor’s faultsBut to our own are blind;

Were we to search our inner soul,
Perhaps worse ones we'd find.

Act kindly towards your fellow men,
Judge not by one mistake,

Then friendship like the noon-day rays
Your life will sunnier make.
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The Exponent has completed ten years of successful
college journalism. From its very beginning it was an
exponent of high literary value, and in the opinion of
ex-men it has acquired and maintained one of the foremost places
among College periodicals. An encouragement this, to maintain and
even increase its excellence.
Encouragement from the Faculty,
Alumni and business men urge us to greater achievement and success.
And so we begin 1913 most auspiciously. We wish all our friends
Greeting

prosperity and happiness for the New Year.
_

re Coa

To the casual observer it may appear that in the assas-

sination of Canalejas, the Spanish Premier, the an-

archists of Spain were seeking revenge for the execution
of Francisco Ferrer in 1909, on charges of revolutionary teaching,

whose death they ascribe to Canalejas.

But to one thoroughly cogni-

zant of the situation in Spain, there comes the realization that there is
a much deeper significance in that bloody deed, which bears an awful
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warning to those endeavoring to propagate anarchistic doctrines.
Canalejas was not responsible for the death of Ferrer, but, on the contrary, allowed the anarchists to spread the teachings of this archenemy of morality and sound government, while he himself, during his
three years in office, pursued a policy of extreme liberalism and concession to the most radical forces rampant in the nation. He threw
open the flood-gates of crime by practically abolishing the death sentence and by conniving at the most criminal excesses of the Republicans
and Socialists. His policy towards the Holy See was one of insolence
and injustice. He always interpreted the existing concordat as best
pleased himself, scoffed at the Vatican, and finally broke off all diplo-

matic relations with Rome.
Here was a man after the very heart of the Anarchists, one who
used his influential position to foster their doctrines and abet their
.
excesses. Why, then, was he thus singled out and ruthlessly shot down
on that November day in Madrid, by a member of that very class for
whose interest he was always so solicitous? Does not this seemingly
unexplainable act give a significant warning to those in the high places
who are disposed to great concessions to the extremists among them?
For by this murder on the streets of Madrid it becomes clearly evident

that the craving of the Anarchists is not to obtain every possible liberty,
but rather the destruction of the established form of government. For
their only idea of government is no government at all. Therefore, those
in power must take heed, and crush this insidious serpent of anarchy
_ere they themselves are crushed by so terrible a foe of morality and law.
EmIL Epmonpson, 714.

President-elect
Wilson

Thanks to the unbridled ambition of Theodore Roose-

velt, which so decisively brought about the disastrous
split in the Republican party and its recent ignomin-

ious defeat, the Democratic party will soon launch forth its national
administration with Woodrow Wilson at the helm. The Presidentelect, fully realizing the extent of the responsibility connected with the
proper administration of his high office, is making extensive prepara-

tions in order to be fully prepared to shoulder the burden of successfully directing the affairs of government. The nation is fortunate,
indeed, in having at the head of its administration during the next four

years, a man so pre-eminently qualified for that position.
Mr. Wilson’s practical as well as political philosophy and straightforward manner of procedure will undoubtedly produce a marked

change in the method of administration. The “big stick” methods of
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the. past will be replaced by a milder and ultimately more profitable
method. Instead of “driving” Congress, he will consult it when neces
sary, and use persuasion rather than force, for he regards it as it should
be regarded—an equal sharer in the responsibility of government.
Secret conferences behind closed doors will not be tolerated by Mr.
Wilson if he continues to insist upon his “open door” policy as Governor
of New Jersey. He believes in letting the people know what the administration is doing since the men “higher up” are but the representatives
of the people.

Mr. Wilson clearly sounded the keynote of his own personal character when he said: “We must have a quiet temper and yet be resolute
of purpose.” What better qualities could the nation’s executive possess? That “quiet temper” and “resolute purpose” will undoubtedly
be a deciding factor in successfully piloting the bark of administration
over the turbulous waves which may arise during his executive career.
Although Mr. Wilson’s personal appearance is that of the traditional
dignified college professor, nevertheless he is extremely democratic and
congenial. He is an ardent “fan” of the great national game, plays a
fair game of golf, can ride a horse when necessary, and in his younger
days was for several years football coach at Princeton University.
Mr. Wilson possesses a very broad education, but is especially noted
for his clear-cut mastery of the English language. It is undoubtedly
true that “we never had a President who expressed himself in such
vigorous pure English, nor a man with a better mental furnishing.”
With the presidential chair occupied by such a man as Woodrow
Wilson, the nation will undoubtedly experience four long years of
prosperity and progressiveness even under a Democratic administra-

tion.

Henry J. Kuern, 713.
;

The Catholic
ACY ape

In the month of November, the Board of Editors of the

(Qatholic Encyclopedia presented to the world the fif.
teenth and last volume of this inspiring work and there-

by completed one of the greatest and most important works of reference
produced by any body of scholars in modern times. We are proud to
know that this work will occupy a high and prominent place among the
books of reference and will render untold service to the Catholic
Church and its followers. For a long time the idea of such a work was
conceived and cherished, but it was not realized until the last few

years.

We have every reason to rejoice at the completion of such a

monumental work.
and opprobrium.

The Church has been the object of ridicule, of insult
To what may we attribute the cause of such out-
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rages, if not to ignorance of origin, doctrine and the object of her
existence? But, thank God, the golden opportunity was presented to
remedy these evils, and eight years ago a number of prominent Catholics
met in the city of New York, organized a committee to discuss this extensive enterprise and further the cause of Catholicism. After some
deliveration they decided to present to the Catholic world “An international work of reference on the constitution, doctrine, discipline and
history of the Catholic Church.” This committee later constituted the
board of editors and made known their intentions to the world and
‘solicited the aid of Catholics.
Such an announcement was received with the greatest enthusiasm
and widespread interest. The editors were encouraged when they received the unanimous approval of the Catholic Hierarchy and the
clergy, many of whom consented to co-opperate by means of their knowledge and research. Hence, receiving the approval of the clergy and
the laity success was bound to crown the efforts of the indefatigable
editors.
It may have appeared to many of us that this work is confined to
the Catholics of America. In respect to organization and material
production it is, and in regards to subjects it is limited: the name
‘Catholic means universal, for all countries, and, in fact, for the entire

world. Hence, for its production it required 1600 writers of scholarly
attainments, representing 43 countries, of various religious orders, and

members of the Hierarchy.

These associating editors differing in

nationality, scientific pursuits and ecclesiastical states were united as
one body in the eternal bond of faith with hearts bursting forth with
-an ardent desire to further the cause of Catholicism.
The subject matter of the Encyclopedia is very extensive, and it
‘covers a vast field in regard to the Church, science and literature, and

gives a lenthy treatise on education. It also contains biographies of the
great theologians, philosophers, jurists, historians, poets, artists, and
-all eminent men of learning. Any question of importance in regard to
the origin, the development and the present standing of the Catholic
Church in the world is treated by the greatest scholars of the age.

‘Cardinal Farley voices the sentiments of the Catholic world when he
says: “Truly, the Catholic Encyclopedia is the most important literary
and scientific achievement of the Catholics ever undertaken in the

English-speaking world.”
We as Catholics should not be satisfied as passive members, but let
us strive to become one of her active members, by reading and appre‘ciating this great work which is the result of the greatest Catholic
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minds. If we are thoroughly acquainted with her doctrine and constitution, we shall be able to clear the doubts and refute the arguments of
our non-Catholic friends in regard to various articles of faith. As a
mere suggestion, it would be well if every public library were presented
with a complete set of the Catholic Encyclopedia, and let this be the
donation of the Catholic societies in every community. The amount of
good derived from this donation cannot be estimated. Then we could
say we are active members of it by placing at the disposal of all, the
Raymonp J. O’Brisn, 713.
true fact concerning our Holy Religion.
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Rev. Christian

OU Christmas eve the Society of Mary lost one of its

Christ, S. M. most able and zealous members in the person of Rev.
Br
Christian Christ. Father Christ will be remembered
by the Old Boys whom he prepared for the reception of their First
Holy Communion and by his numerous other scholars.

ec

Makley,’01

Walter L. Makley, ’01, now a student at Mt. St. Mary’s

Seminary of the West, sent the following letter to the

Reverend President
:
Rev. and dear Father:
Will you please have a mass read for the repose of the soul of my
beloved friend and teacher, the late Father Christ, S. M.
Extending my sympathy for the loss of so great a servant of God,
and thanking you, I am
Respectfully yours,
Watrter L. MAKLEY,
We recommend Father Christ to the prayers of all the Alumni and
Old Boys.
Rev. John and Rey. Aloysius Angel, with their father
and
two uncles, were the guests of the College for
Rev. John C. Angel,’02
two days when they were called to Dayton by the
sudden and unexpected death of their uncle, Rev. Christian Christ.
Rev. Ferdinand H. Angel, 02, was prevented from being present by
sickness. The Angel brothers have promised to continue to be frequent
visitors at the College, although they will greatly miss the glad welcome
always extended to them by their devoted uncle.
Rev. Aloys C. Angel,’04

We heard from Father Kelly for Thanksgiving and for

Rev. F. Joseph
Kelly, ’90

Christmas. He had the pleasure, he tells us, of meeting
;

:

;

his former teacher in Washington, Bro. John Waldron.
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Since our last issue went to press the subscription
manager heard from the following Alumni and Old
Boys: Wma. L. Seipensticxer, *11; George Behler;
Fred Norckauer, ’12; Charles Hollencamp; Linus Wissel, ’07; John W.
Keegan; John G. Westbrock; GkorGE BRENNAN 706.
Subscriptions

We were pleased to receive New Year’s greetings from
New Years’
Rey. JosepH A. Piton, ’05, now located at Superior,
cee
Wis., and Harry Friedricks, of Chicago, Ill. Harry
had paid a visit to the College during the summer vacation with Old
Boy, John Stegmeier.
We also received a card from Harry J. Robben, President of the

National Hardware Company, Cincinnati. We would like to hear more
frequently from our Cincinnati Old Boys. We know we have many
loyal Old Boys in Cincinnati, and we want to keep in touch with them.

Robert E.
Gray, ’12

Robert E. Gray wrote to us recently from Philadelphia.
He called on us after his return and gave an account of
his trip to the Eastern States.

Walter A.
Roemer, ’08, S. J.

Walter A. Roemer, 706, now at the Jesuit Novitiate at
Florissant, Mo., recently communicated with the President of the College. He extends an invitation to his

friends to call on him should they happen to be visiting in St. Louis.

“Rip” McKinney wrote to the Exponent to find out
whether the College team would play in Dayton on
“Turkey” Day, as he wanted to run down for the game.
We are sorry, Rip, you could not see the 1912 team at work. It would
have done your loyal heart good. Rip is now connected with the
N. & W. R. R. His friends can reach him by addressing him care the
Joyce Ave. Yards, Columbus, Ohio.
Gerald F.
McKinney, ’10

James

Oakley, ’05

Old Boys of eight to ten years back will be pleased to
know that we recently heard from “Jimmie” Oakley
is

through the Reverend President of the College, who

communicated the information to the Alumni editor.

The Old Boys
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will recall Jimmie as the crack catcher and pitcher of the then Minim
Division that played its games in front of the Gym in the most: conspicuous part of the grounds. Jimmie has not forgotten those contests, as he called for the-back number of the Exponent that contained
the picture of his team, May, 1903. Jimmie thought it was only five
or six years ago. It is a case of recalling the well-known verses of
Horace—
EKheu, fugaces, Postume, Postume,
Labuntur anni!
We hope, Jimmie, that it will not be long before you can return and
see the improvements that have been made at Alma Mater since your
departure. We have grown to be a College, over twice the size in
buildings, equipment and number of students. We are pleased to learn
of your progress and success. Our best wishes for the future.
®

Albert J. Moorman, M. D.
175 Warren Street

Payton, Gai

Business Manager Exponent:

Nov. 25, 1912.

Dear Sir—Enclosed please find my check for

subscription to Exponent for coming year.
I would count that month as incomplete in which the Exponent
would be missing from my desk, binding me to the past and anticipating the future.
With my best wishes for continued success, I am
Very truly yours,
A. J. Moorman, ’00.
On December 29, John G. Westbrock, formerly of Hamilton, now of Covington, Ky., spent the afternoon at tbe
College. He made inquiries about his former teachers,
notably Father Frische, who is now President of Chaminade College.
Mo. John was surprised to see the wonderful progress made at the
College during the past few years.
John G.
Wentbrock

Thomas P. Kahoe, ’02, called on January 5.

memes

He was

located in Chicago with his brother, Edward M. Kahoe,

01, at the Western Electric, but is now connected with
the Barney & Smith Car Company, Dayton, in the capacity of Chief
Estimator.
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On Sunday, January 5th, Edward J. Janszen paid us

aca _

a visit after an absence of over a year.

We had the

pleasure of a visit from his father in the month of
November. Edward informed us that he travels for a business house
in Cincinnati, and has the opportunity of meeting many of our Alumni
and Old Boys in various parts of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. He
wanted to know what became of his friend, Joun P. Grorces, 09, who
failed to answer his last letters.
We would be pleased to hear from you by postal, Ed., every time you
meet an Old Boy.

Would that all of our Alumni and Old Boys were as
Chas. A.
Wagner, ’07

interested in Alma Mater as our Alumnus from distant Texas:

Galveston, Tex., Dec. 21, 1912.
Liditor of Exponent:
Dear Sir :—Have not as yet received a copy of the “Exponent” and
it is now December. Sent you a dollar as payment for the renewal of
my subscription some time in October, but never received a reply.
please notify me as to whether or not you received the same, and in case
you did would be under obligations to you for the receipt of the “October, November and December” issues.
Am now located with the Government, detailed on the Houston
Ship Canal work and am doing first rate.
With regards to all the faculty and my friends, I am
Very respectfully,
Cuas. A. WAGNER,
c/o U.S. Engineers, Galveston, Tex.
Our Subscription Manager had not your correct address, which will
account for his misdirecting the Exponent and your failure to receive
it. He informs us that he has mailed the November and December
numbers; the October issue is run out.

Stephen N.
Gulinski, 12

We are pleased to publish the following letter, which,
through an oversight, was not published in the December issue:
The American Rolling Mill Co.
Middletown, O., Nov. 4, 1912.
Dear Alma Mater and Friends:
Received your “Subscription Blank” for renewal of the Exponent.
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Yes, indeed, I am willing to renew, for I take great delight in reading
the various interesting articles, and also how “Greater S. M.. C.” is
prospering.
I had the opportunity of showing the “Exponent” to one of my employers at the A. R. M. Co. at the East Side Works. He took great
interest in it. He read several articles, but the one which interested
him most was the one on “ex-President “Theodore Roosevelt,” by John
F. Dillon, 713.
Well, if in any way I can help “Alma Mater” along, drop mea line
or two and I will do the rest if possible.
Enclosed you will find $1.00 for renewal of my subscription, and
wishing “Alma Mater” great success, I remain
Your loyal friend,
STEPHEN N. GuLINSKI.
P. S.—I am still recalling “Old Days” at St. Mary’s, and anxiously
awaiting next month’s issue.

Through an unfortunate oversight of the Alumni

James P.

Ryan, ’79

editor, mention was not made in the earlier issues of
ote
=

the Exponent of the visit to the College during the summer holidays of Rev. Father Schneider, of the Columbus Diocese, and
our loyal Old Boy, James P. Ryan, ’79. After leaving, Mr. Ryan wrote
to Bro. Michael Donnelly, thanking him and the College authorities
“for showing him such a good time,” and stating that “he would cherish
the memory of his visit as long as he lived.”
We are delighted to know that our Old Boy enjoyed his stay at the
College. That’s what we want all our Old Boys to do. Let them all
come and try the hospitality of St. Mary’s as it stands today, and let
them come often.
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College Notes
HIGHEST HONORS FOR DECEMBER
Collegiate Department
Prigmeeners. 2-00
ea Se
oe Raymond O’Brien, 88; Henry Klein, 80:
Remmomore Detiere. SoooRobert Sherry, 93; Emil Edmondson, 92
Sophomore Engineering
Leon Anderson, 88; Clement Yamashiro, 84
Hemenhnrnneuters

lee eae

Ee

eke Oe Ray Grimmer, 92; Roy Grimmer, 92

Freshman Engineering.—~---_--_-__-_JAloys Schmedinghoff, 95; Thomas Bennett, 89
High Schoo! Department
Lyman Hill, 96; Bernard Kranz, 93

Fourth High

NR MN
AS

ek tte ee en eae Charles Meyer, 97; Celestine Hayes, 96
95
93:
92
92
Demofilo Ferrero, 96; Howard Otto, 96.
adico a cle mare tac orm eeArthur Grace, 94; Emil Kessler, 93

Third High—B
Joseph Kuhn, 98; Geo. Kinstle,
perme sen A eek
tonsa Paul Ohmer, 94; Victor Emmanuel,
Second High—B
Jos. Schaefer, 94; Ed. Winters,
pesDee A de eer eet eeWm. O’Brien, 92; Jas. Dwyer,

First High—B
Oe a

Business Department

SecolG usiiesss 22 nc. see Less oi Sa eee Ed. Weber, 97; L. Slattery,
ees Harry O’Leary, 96; Sylvester Adelberg,
as! Sar ee
MesG) sine
Elementary Department

eet at

8 ee eaHayden Hill, 91; Heny Weinert,

Eighth Grade—B
Seventh Grade
Sixth Grade
AvotPiedeen
te tees Fe

ae

Colman Cetinski, 86; Franklin Berning,
Eugene Greiwe, 90; John Breen,
Julien Greiwe, 91; Raymond Helmig,
eesAloys Werner, 93; Matthew Kovacie,

December 20 was an exciting day for the students of St. Mary’s.

Off for Vacation Trunks were packed, traveling suits were brushed, and after many
and Back
a pleasant leave-taking, the boys were on their way home for a
two weeks’ vacation. On January 6, 1913, they came back in good spirits, ready to
submit to the arduous but pleasant duties of student life at St. Mary’s. Here’s for
a successful examination!

Madonna and Child

Gu Your Charity
Proy for the Repose of the Soul of

Rev. Christian Christ, S. M.
who was Professor at St. Mary’s College, Dayton, O.,
1896-1902, Novice Master of the Eastern Province
of the Soriety of Mary in the United States
from 1902-1912, and who died fortified
with the Sacraments of Holy

Mother Church, Ber. 24,°12
KR. I. JP.
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Rev. Christian Christ, S. M.
Novice Master of the Society of Mary, dies at Mt. St. John, Ohio
The following article is taken from the Pittsburg Observer, Jan. 2:
The relatives and acquaintances of the late Father Christ of Dayton, O., were
surprised on Christmas eve when they received a telegram announcing the death of
tneir relative and friend. Their grief was the keener because cards extending greetings of the season were received the same morning on which was written an assurance that they would all be remembered at Midnight Mass on Christmas. The
Almighty Father, however, had designed otherwise, and called Father Christ to his

reward on Tuesday, December 24, at 12:30 p. m.
On Sunday, December 22, he sang High Mass and delivered a forcible sermon, and

appeared to be in good health, although he had been ailing for a number of years.
Toward evening on Sunday he complained of not feeling well and took to his bed.
Doctors were summoned and they pronounced his illness as a bad case of indigestion.
His condition remained the same until early Tuesday morning, when a change for the
worse was noticed. The last rites of the Church were administered and at the same
time the best medical aid in Southern Ohio was summoned; but their assistance was _

oi no avail and he passed peacefully into the hands of His Maker a little past noon
on the eve of Christmas.
The funeral services were held in the College Chapel of St. Mary’s College,
Dayton, O., on Friday morning, December 27. The Very Rev. George Meyer, Provincial of the Brothers of Mary in the United States, was the celebrant of the Requiem
High Mass and was assisted by two nephews of the deceased, Rev. John C. Angel of
Marianna, Pa., and Rev. Aloysius C. Angel of Pittsburg, Pa., as deacon and subdeacon, respectively. The third nephhew, the Rev. Ferdinand H. Angel, of Pittsburg,

could not attend the funeral on account of sickness.

The Very Rev. B. P. O’Reilly,

President of St. Mary’s College, Dayton, O., acted as master of ceremonies. In the
sanctuary were present a very large number of priests from Dayton, Cincinnati,

Springfield, and other neighboring cities.

Many former pupils and almost all the

parishioners of the little parish Father Christ attended at Osborne, O., as well as all
the regular residents of the College and Normal Departments of St. Mary’s, attended

the funeral. Burial was made in the College cemetery.
Father Christian Christ, S. M., was born of devout Catholic parents in Baltimore,
Md., on December 6, 1863. When he was quite young his parents moved to the City
of Allegheny, Pa., where they became members of St. Mary’s Church. There he at-

tended the Brothers’ school. When quite young he applied for admission into the
Scciety of Mary at Dayton, O., where he made his religious profession on April 4,
1881. In July of the same year he left for France, where he took up the classical
course at Besancon. At Bordeaux he took his academical degree, whereupon he

ertered the Seminary of Paris, from which he was ordained on September 12, 1891.
After his ordination he taught in Brittany and at other European colleges of the

Society. In 1896 he returned to America and taught Latin and history at St. Mary’s

College, Dayton, O. In 1902 he was appointed as novice-master, which important post
he held at the time of his death. In the year 1911, with the permission of his
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superiors, he built a new home for the novices, which was called Mt. Saint John.

The new novitiate is situated about six miles from Dayton on the old Shaker farm.
The buildings were completed last summer.
Father Christ is survived by the following brothers and sisters: Ferdinand H.
Christ, of the North Side; John Christ, of the North Side, Pittsburg; Mrs. John

Angel, of Cedarville street, Pittsburg; Frank J. Christ, of Tampa, Fla.; August

Christ, of Edmond street, Pittsburg; Sister M. Martina, of the Benedictine Convent,

North Side, and Joseph Christ, of Pittsburg. The three Angel brothers, the Revs.
Jchn, Ferdinand and Aloysius, are nephews of the deceased.
This (Thursday) morning a Solemn Requiem High Mass was celebrated in St.
Joseph’s Church, Bloomfield, at which the three nephews officiated.

A Lecture

On the evening of December 8, the Seniors and Juniors assembled
in the hall to listen to a lecture given by Prof. James E. Hagarty,
of the Ohio State University, on “The Mission of the Catholic

Laity in the United States.” Prof. Hagarty pointed out the necessity of co-operation
on the part of Catholic laymen in the great mission of the Church. There is no
greater need than at the present day, he said, for education Catholic laymen who can
become leaders in the different avenues of usefulness. He also suggested several
means for counteracting the baneful influence of socialism. Among these he particularly recommended the organization of Catholic societies for the protection of our
“less favored Catholic fellowmen, who are devoured, so to say, by the “loan shark”

and the “rent shark.” The lecture was interestingly instructive and awakened in
many of us a desire for missionary work among our Catholic brethren.

;

Camping:
Pictures

On Thursday, December 12, the boys of the Third Division went

out camping in the woods adjoining the College grounds. The day
was rather cold, but numerous little fires soon warmed the sur-

rcunding atmosphere.

What with cooking and eating and visiting one another’s

camps, they all had a joyous time.

The only thing to be regretted was that darkness

and Brother George’s whistle brought the frollicking sport to a close.
That same evening, as the boys were tired from the pleasant activities of the
day, they spent their recreation after supper in the Physical Laboratory, where
Bro. William Beck showed some microscopic views of Switzerland, the most pictur-

esque country of the world. They were all delighted with the beautiful scenes an
are very grateful to Bro. William for his accompanying stories and explanations.

Quite a number of High School boys responded to the call of the

Elocution
Contest

Reverend President for volunteers in the contest.

These were

placed under the able training of Bro. Adam Hoffman.

liminary contest all were eliminated except the eight very best.
these budding orators appeared on the stage of St. Mary’s Hall.

large audience into almost breathless attention.

In a pre-

On December 15,

Each captivated the

So close was the competition that

the judges, G. R. Decker, Harry Finke, and Joseph Clemens, local alumni, were
greatly perplexed to render a decision. By the merest shade of superior excellence,
Robert Eckenrode copped the gold medal, while Louis Bucher and Matthias Lause
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Music for the occasion was beautifully rendered by theS. M. C.

The following was the program:

March—“America”
Galop—“Winter Frolics”
Ode on the Passions

Edward Winters

Marco Bozzaris

Asleep at the Switch

Edward Menninger

Robert Eckenrode
_---William O’Brien

ia

Cornet Solo—“The Star of Bethlehem”___-__--__________ ~+i----l
esAdams
The Classmates
Ernest Lukey
The Miser
Matthias Lause
Nathan Hale the Martyr Spy
Louis Bucher
Deathbed of Benedict Arnold
H. A. Otto
Galop—“Christmas Eve”
Ferrazzi
Awarding of Monograms—Athletic Association.
Decision of the Judges.
Panreee)Under tam womb luagle’0s
Si
oe
ee Wagner
A hearty laugh was caused at the close of the contest by the sudden appearance
of Santa Claus, alias Frank Mahoney, who distributed horns and other little trinkets

t« a troop of Fourth Division boys.
Also, while the audience were waiting for the decision of the judges, monograms
were given to the deserving football players. Here Foos Clark did some energetic
werk with th megaphone in zealously urging his fellow students to give nine “rahs”
for each successive honored player. The monograms, sweaters, and blocks, were
awarded as follows:

Monograms—Charles Creedon, Ward Miller, Paul Welch, Frank Farrel, John
Devereux, William Avery, Clarence Greiwe, Norbert Sacksteder, John Baczenas.

Sweaters—William Fogarty, Emil Edmondson.
Blocks—Louis Clark, Henry Klein, Alphonse Mahrt, Roland Bevan.

On Monday, December 16, the students and patrons of the College
had the great pleasure of hearing Ralph Parlette in one of his
most entertaining and instructive lectures. The title of the lecture was “The University of Hard Knocks.” Mr. Parlette has, indeed, the happy
faculty of bringing home a point in a manner at once humorous and clinching; he
Ralph Parlette

throws one into a fit of laughter at one’s own folly and mistakes, and in the same

moment plants into one’s heart the seed of resolution to avoid such a fault or blunder
in. the future. Mr. Parlette took his illustrations from things that touch one’s everyday life and thus sent home his lessons with sledge-hammer blows. He had, in fact,
a mission to perform in his lecture; and, as he remarked, if he incidentally caused

laughter, this was not his primary object.

He wished to be known first as a man

who was trying to uplift his fellowman and only afterwards as a humorist. The
success of his lecture was truly insured. If the truth were known, perhaps not one

o* his audience left without feeling that he had a new lease on life and that he was
glad to be living in this world of ours.
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On Wednesday, December 18, the members of the Senior Division

Christmas
met again in the club room for a last social time before they left
Celebrations
for their homes for the Christmas holidays. The rooms were
decorated in the gay attire of Christmas, in streamers and Christmas bells. Elegant
prizes were awarded to the winners of the different contests, which were close and
exciting. The members of the refreshment committee are to be congratulated for the
way in which they took charge and carried out their part of the program. The
lunches were, indeed, tasty and appropriate to the occasion. The entertainment committee likewise did justice to their task, for the singing was splendid. Every one
was put into a happy Christmas spirit and will remember the evening as one of real
enjoyment.
The Fourth Division closed the old year by a final gathering around the festive
board. The evening was enlivened by an interesting program, consisting of six vocal
and two instrumental numbers. Prizes were then distributed to the winners in the
different contests, and a pennant was given to the victors in the Association series.
A short luncheon was then served. One of the features was the appearance of Santa
Claus, who gave each boy a box of candy.

Music Notes

The student orchestra played the following pieces before the
lecture given by Prof. Hagarty to the Montgomery Federated

Societies: March, “Frat;” March, “The Winning Fight;” March,
“The Motor King,” and “Airs of Our Country,” arr. by Recker.

The first recital this year by the Violin and Piano pupils was given on December
11th in the Music Hall. The program follows:
Dance of the Demons (4 hd. Piano)

John Dwyer and William Avery
Etta Waltz (4 hd. Piano)

:
‘
'
Louis and Leo Kricker
Short Fragment from Sonada and Ballet—Violin Solo
Carl Ernst
Louise Waltz—Piano Solo
John Trunk

Mazurka—Frolics of the Dance—Violin Duet
Leo Hornung and Car] Ernst
May Bells Peal—Piano Solo
Hymn—Violin Solo

Edward Wenstrup
The Pearly Dew Drops—Piano Solo
Eugene Greiwe

Airi Varie, No. 5—Violin Solo
Joseph Moosbrugger
Old Folks at Home—Violin Orchestra

Leo Hornung, Carl Ernst, Eduard Wenstrup, Herbert Murphy, Richard Muth,
Joseph Moosbrugger
Flower Song—Piano Solo

Arthur Grace
On the Race Course (4 hd. Piano)

Theodore Oppenheim and Bernard Kranz.
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Following was the program rendered by the S. M. C. Orchestra before the lecture
by Mr. Ralph Parlette: March of the Nations,” Pond; Bulgarian March, Strauss;
The Military Hero,” Kenneth; 8S. M. C. March, Lurz; Winter, Gumble; Nautical
Novelty, Skipper Susie Greene, Ramsay. This Trio was sung by Elmer Hess, Eugene
Litkowski, Victor Bucher, Carroll Hochwalt, Richard Mayl, Chester Hill.

The Literary Circle of Second High—B held its Christmas session
Longfellow
Thursday afternoon, December 19th. Encouraged by the presence
sarnenty Cie of the Reverend President and members of the faculty, the boys
presented the following program:
Piano Selection—Mozart’s Gloria, L. Swain; Address, J. Devereux; Reading,
The Church’s Christmas Greetings, W. Berghoff; Recitation, “A Christmas Carol,
N. Bergman; Essay, Christmas in Many Lands, L. Sugrue; Bell Solo and Piano,
Christmas Bell’s Peal, L. Swain | V. Barlow; Essay, Christmasse in Ye Olden Tymes,
J. Schaefer; Recitation, A Desire, J. Leonard; Essay, Christmas for Us, Ed Winters; Anthem, Come All Ye Faithful, E. Hess, J. Leonard, N. Bergman, V. Barlow;
Essay,
Post-Christmas Festivals, C. McCrate; Story, A Christmas Prospect, B.
Sweetman; Piano Selection, Beautiful Star of Heaven, L. Swain; What the Boys
Want for Christmas, O. Schunck, E. Lukey, F. Gaynor; Essay, Christmas Greetings,
H. Haile; Piano Selection, Song of the Nightingale, L. Swain.

The meeting was a pronounced success. Congratulated by the Reverend President, the members feel encouraged to devote more attention in the future to literature, public speaking and music.

The students contributed $17.00 during the month of December.
Peter’s Pence

First High is to be congratulated for its generosity.

The average

for this class was 13 cents.

JAPANESE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Third Endowment
Cash on hand May 1, 1912

Contributions received since the May issue of the Exponent:
Chicago, Ill—A Benefactor, $1.00; Mrs. Anna Osterkorn, $2.00; Mr. and Mrs.
Stumpf, 50c
Dayton, O.—Miss Marie Durst, $5.00; Mr. Hugo F. Schneider, $2.00
Louisville, Ky.—Mrs. Josephine Knupfer
St. Louis, Mo.—Mrs. Schurk
Total cash on hand, January 1, 1913
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FRANK A. THILL, ’14.
BASKET-BALL
basket-ball team opened the season of 1912-13 on
Mary’s
St.
The
St. Mary’s—75
V8.
Friday evening, December 6, by walking away with the Lafayette
Lafayette—1
aggregation to the tune of 75—1. As it was the opener, the Saints
‘had banked on rather a tough argument, but only a very few minutes of play was
sufficient for them to realize that things could go exactly the way they wished. The
thirty-six field goals tossed by the Saints shows the article of basket-ball they delivered, while the visitors had to content themselves with a single point gained
through a toss from the foul line.
There were no sensational features to the game owing to the weak resistance of
Lafayette, the Saints caging the pill almost any old time they wished. Al Mahrt
was the first player to gain a point, and after the ice had once been broken the points
came thick and fast. Mahoney at center led the scorers in the first half with seven
baskets to his credit, while Devereux followed not far behind with five. Mahrt caged
the pill four times, while Klein dropped it thrice. A goal and three fouls by Schuey
brought the score to 45. Wert, the Lafayette forward, secured the only point which
his team made throughout the game, by shooting a foul about the middle of the
first half.
In the second period, Pflaum, Braun and Sacksteder replaced Devereux, Mahoney
and Klein, respectively. Braun immediately began to shoot baskets and was able to
hit the rig for 18 points, securing the highest individual score on the team. Schumacher and Mahrt got three more apiece, bringing Mahrt’s total to 14 points and

Schuey’s to 11. Sacksteder secured one basket, while Pflaum was guarded so closely,
and by a man much his superior in height and weight, that he was unable to find the
hole in the basket.
In connection with this game we wish to publish two facts. First, that Al Mahrt,
right guard on the team, is the Saints’ coach, and secondly, that Al Schumacher 1s
.
captain of the team.
When Solly found it impossible to come to coach St. Mary’s and at the same
time attend to his duties at Columbus, he recommended Al Mahrt as coach.

Upon

consideration, the Athletic Board decided to give him the appointment, for they
realize that Mahrty has been close to Solly for several years, and was therefore sure
to drill the team after Solly’s methods. During the first game the team was entirely
under the control of Coach Al Mahrt and Captain Schumacher, and the result cer-

tainly speaks very plainly for their ability.
Some of our patrons of last year will probably recall that Schumacher was not
elected basket-ball captain for 1912-13, but he has been directing the team in the
past two games instead of Henry Klein, who was the elected captain. Behind this

Varsity Basket Ball Team
Top Row (left to right)—C. Stuber (Mgr.), F. Mahoney, C. Braun, J.
Devereux. Bottom Row—A. Mahrt (Coach), N. Sacksteder, A. Schumacher
(Capt.), R. Pflaum, H. Klein.

Fourth Division Foot Ball Team
Top Row—F. Berning, W. Wagner (Coach), S. Corbett, R. Eilerman.
Middle

Moran.

Row~W.

Crote,

H.

Bohnert,

W.

O’Brien,

C,

L.

Bohnert,

Lower Row—H. Decker, W. Grote, C. Edmondson, M. Heile.

W.
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change is one of the prettiest stories of true sportsmanship that could be shown.
Schumacher was chosen football captain for this year, but because he was unable
to secure permission from home to play the gridiron game, Klein was elected captain
and guided the football team this season. Klein was also elected president of the
Athletic Association, and later was chosen to fill Captain Mahoney’s place on the
basket-ball team, when Mahoney left school. Some time ago, when the call went up
for basket-ball volunteers, and after the team was picked, Klein turned over the
leadership to Schumacher. “I was only subbing for you out there on the gridiron
this fall, and now since I’ve got something you can use, I want you to take it.”
These are the words which Henry Klein used in conferring the captaincy of the
basket-ball team on the man who couldn’t play football.
The line-up and summary of the Lafayette game was as follows:
St. Mary’s—Schumacher (Capt.), R.F.; Devereux-Pflaum, L.F.; Mahoney-Braun,
C.; Mahrt, R.G.; Klein-Sacksteder, L.G.
Lafayette—Bunker, R.F.; Wert, L.F.; Farmer-Clark, C.; Clark-Lucas, R.G.; Timberlake, L.G.
Field Goals—Schumacher 4, Devereux 5, Mahoney 7, Braun 9, Mahrt 7, Klein 3,

Sacksteder 1.
Fouls—Schumacher 3, Wert 1.
Time of Halves—20 minutes.
Referee—Zimmerman.
St. Mary’s—40 Though the Ohio Northern University quintet gave a much better
We
exhibition of basket-ball than did Lafayette, still they were no
Ohio N. U—23 match for Coach Mahrt’s speed merchants. This game, played at
the College Gym on Friday evening, December 13, was touted as being one of the
strongest o fthe season, and from the way the boys handled the Ada aggregation the
prospect is good for another championship team.
Captain Schumacher showed genuine class in the course of the the game, securing

17 of the 40 points scored by the Saints. The initial period of play was closed with
the tally 19—9 in favor of St. Mary’s.
Coach Al Mahrt in the last half replaced himself, Devereux and Mahoney, giviag
way to Sacksteder, Pflaum and Braun, who handled the various positions as well as
their running mates.
The individual star for the Northern boys was their captain, Young, right forward. We will venture to say that without this man on the line-up the University

team would be a comparatively weak one, for Young succeeded in scoring 18 of the
23 points gained by his team.
There were periods in the play when the Ada quintet rallied and put up an exceptionally animated and spirited article of basket-ball, but on each of these occasions they were met by plays just as lively and probablya little bit more artistic.

The pass work of the Saints during the past games was great, and there is no
dcubt about it at all that this spirit of working for a common good, and not for
individual honors, has made the St. Mary’s team the great team it is.

Both Braun and Mahoney are excellent centers, and in this game both demonstrated their ability as court stars. Coach Mahrt and Klein, running mates in the
guard positions, play an effective game, though their methods are entirely different.

Mahrty, because of his speed and sure eye, is considered one of the fanciest and
steadiest pill tossers, while Klein limits himself strictly to the requirement of his
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position; he guards the other fellow, and in so doing prevents many a score, which,
in the long run, is quite important in the result. Devereux, hailing from Lexington,
Ky., is a thoroughbred, and exhibits the kind of speed usually attributed to Lexington, while Sacksteder and Pflaum, the new men, besides Devereux, on the team, are
showing that Solimano knew his business in picking a championship aggregation.
The summary:
St. Mary’s—Mahrt, R.G.; Klein, L.G.; Mahoney, C.; Schumacher (Capt.), R.F.;

Devereux, L.F.
Ohio Northern—Peters, R.G.; Anspacht, L.G.; Judson, C.; Young (Capt), R.F.;

Hill, L.F.
Substitutions—Sacksteder for Mahrt, Braun for Mahoney, Pflaum for Devereux,

Estherton for Anspacht, Hill for Judson.
Field Goals—Schumacher 6, Mahrt 3, Mahoney 2, Braun 3, Devereux 2, Pflaum,
Sacksteder, Young 5, Hill, Judson.

Foul Goals—Young 8, Schumacher 5.
Foul Goals Missed—Young 3, Schumacher 2.
Point awarded each way on fouls.
Time of Halves—20 minutes.
Referee—Pflaum.
SECOND DIVISION
Juniors—21
The Juniors opened the basket-ball season in a whirl by trouncing
vs.
the Cappel Furniture Co. to the tune of 21—l. Long shots and
Cappel F. C.—1 splendid and speedy pass work by the Juniors featured the game.
The line-up:
Juniors—Kovacie

(Capt.),

L.F.;

Kelly-Neary,

R.F.;

K.

Kranz-Windbiel,

C.;

Morin-Kenning, L.G.; B. Kranz, R.G.
Cappel—Herman, R.F.; Wintermeyer, L.F.; Reedy, C.; Steinmetz, R.G.; Kelly, L.G.

Juniors—37
‘The Juniors had a tough tussle with the Meteors, but the quick,
vs.
accurate basket shooting of the Juniors proved the undoing of the .
meteory a4
Meteors. It was a fine game, however, from start to finish, and
the spectators were furnished with thrills galore. The line-up:
Juniors—Kovacie (Capt.), L.F.; Kelly-Neary, R.F.;
Morin-Kenning, L.G.; B. Kranz, R.G.
Meteors—McBride, Heim, Balke, Eiben, Hochwalt.

K.

Kranz-Windbiel,

C.;

Juniors—34

The Edgemonts proved the toughest kind of a proposition for the

vs.
Edgemonts—25

Juniors, but class told at the end of the game. It was a nip-andtuck affair until the last few minutes of play, when the big floor

began to wear down the heavy Edgemonts and they began to trail behind. The
Junior-Edgemont game was undoubtedly the best exhibition staged by the Juniors
so far, and augurs well for a most successful season. The line-up:
Juniors—Kovacie (Capt.), L.F.; Kelly-Neary, R.F.; K. Kranz-Windbiel, C.;
Morin-Kenning, L.G.; B. Kranz, R.G.
Edgemonts—Noll, Bradmiller, Haas, Sturm, Connolly.

J. HOGAN, ’17.
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THIRD DIVISION
The Third Division basket-ball team is composed of the following players:
Bureh (Capt.), Pohlman, Casey, Houston, Gaynor, Berghoff and Rabbit. Although ~
lighter and smaller than in former years, they bid fair to uphold the honor of the
Division.
{II Div. Reg.—22
vs.

On Sunday, December 8, the Regulars trimmed the strong Celts
from the Bomberger Intermediate League.

pre -10
were easily the stars of the game.
team really won the game.
III Div. Reg.—22
vs.
a Ao
nents.

Casey and Pohlman

The superb pass work of the

On Friday night, December 13, the Regulars again demonstrated
their great team work when they defeated the II High-A team.
The Regulars’ snappy pass work completely bewildered their oppo-

Rabbit replaced Casey in the latter part of the second half and put up a

classy game.
II High lined up as follows: Alberding, R.F.; Ohmer, L.F.; Schlipf, C.; Farley,
R.G.; Haas, L.G.; Schumacher, L.F.

Pool and

The III Division pool and billiard tournaments were a great success. Rigney and Sugrue won out in pool, while Swain copped the

Billiards

honors in billards.

HH, BURCH, 17.

FOURTH DIVISION
Basket-ball is the sport in the Fourth Division these days. The representative
team has been chosen and the outlook is bright for a successful season. The team is
coached by Edward Neary, who rendered such good service as coach two years ago.
Minims—18
vs.
Utopias—9

The Minims opened their season in a blaze of glory by defeating
the Utopias. O’Brien was tne star of the contest, with Decker a
close second.

Minims—10

As shown by the score, this game was fast and exciting through-

_vS.

out.

The first half ended with the score 3—2 in favor of the

Madgets—5
Minims. But in the second half the Minims pulled away from
their opponents owing to some fine foul shooting by Decker.
Minims—9
vs.

The Utopias, greatly strengthened, sought to lower the colors of
the fast Minims, but the score tells the tale. Decker was again

Utopias—s

the star, with Kilerman and O’Brien second.

Minims—18

™

8th Grade—2
Minims—19
vs.

The Minims overwhelmed the Dayscholars by an 18—2 score.

Decker was the star of the contest, scoring four field goals and
one foul. Moran put upa fine game at guard.

The last game before the holidays resulted in an easy victory for
the Minims. The first half was close, the score being 3—2 in
ist High—5
favor of Ist High. But in the second half the Minims found themselves, scoring 17 points.
E. WINTERS, ’18.
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What Even the Wisest Relish

8

There are some boneheads in our midst that are so leatherheaded that a joke will
not sink through their crust. You must first inform them that you are going to
relate a joke, then tell them you are relating it, and finally tell them when it is time
to laugh.
If you can’t see the point, keep it to yourself; don’t show your ignorance.
Better be dead than a knocker. A dead man bothers no one.
It’s a great thing to be roasted.
I see you get me.
Every little bumplet has a meaning of its own. Get bumped.
You’ve got to be roasted or you'll never get in a glass case.
Let’s be big apples.
The fellow that loses out will tell you that he didn’t run fast enough.
You can’t get an oak tree in a hot-house with Mellin’s food.
All some fellows do at college is to cash the check and write “Receipt” on the
detted line.
O fellow-sufferers!
You can’t get something for nothing.
Don’t grab a coffee-pot.
Hurry up, boys; it’s better farther on.
Wait ’till you’re 42 yrs., 3 mos., and 17 das. old.
Learn how to swat Old Nick.
Did you make any New Year’s resolutions?
Only one; I resolved not to make any.
Stuber, Mahoney and Shanahan have an offer to fill the chair of Domestic Science

at Notre Dame Academy, and are carefully considering the proposition.
Why does a small man carry a huge pile of books and a large man carry one?

Every dog has his day, but there are a few humble persons in our midst who have
had a week or two.

Some class to the holidays.
We're all back, broke but happy.

The only things that we have to look forward to are the dear semi-annual exams.,
and Easter.
Welcome to the New Year.

May it bring much happiness upon our fellow-students

at St. Mary’s.
I don’t know what in the world I’m going to do with my son.
fer the truth.

Did you ever think what a good weatherman he’d make?

He has no regard
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THE FOUNTAINS OF THE SAVIOUR, by REV. JOHN H. O’ROURKE, S. J.
(177 pp.)
THE HEART OF REVELATION, by REV. FRANCIS P. DONNELLY, 8S. J.

(184 pp.)
THE KING’S TABLE, by REV. WALTER DWIGHT, S. J. (181 pp.)
YOUR NEIGHBOR AND YOU, by REV. EDWARD F. GARESCHE, S&S. J.

(179 pp.)
The Apostleship of Prayer, 801 West 18lst Street, New York. 1912. $0.50 each.
The author of the “papers” which constitute the first volume before us speaks of
a preceding collection, entitled “Under the Sanctuary Lamp,” as having had a very
wide circulation, and this “much to the writer’s surprise.” We are not now reviewing.
“Under the Sanctuary Lamp,” but we will venture to say that the “surprise” was
not shared by the readers. Applying the same line of thought to the present volume,
we would say that it ought to furnish its share of pleasant surprise to the author,
by attaining as wide a circulation as the first work. The subject matter, treated in
sixteen chapters, is drawn from “the Beatitudes, the Baptist’s Example, and the
Home at Bethany,” which, to quote again, “may not inappropriately be looked upon
as flowing to us from the love of the Sacred Heart.” The choice of matter and the
treatment make the collection one well fitted for its primary ppurpose, viz., “Reflections for the Holy Hour,” though not less for spiritual reading at other times. A
number of exceptionally fine illustrations enhance the value of the book. Printing
and binding are of the best.
In. the Preface of the second book the author says that it is a companion volume
to “The Heart of the Gospel” and contains the study of the heart as found in Revelation.

Further on he says:

“In the former work the texts were chiefly from, the

Gospels; in this the Epistles have been mostly appealed to.” The various “papers”
which are collected in this volume have appeared, most of them, in “The Messenger
of the Sacred Heart” or in “The Homiletic Monthly.” Several of the headings of
chapters, of which there are sixteen in all, will serve to give a suggestion of the
“good things” stored in the volume before us: “The Heart of Mary,” “The Heart of
Joseph,” “The Generous Heart,” “The Grateful Heart,” “The Heart of Magdalene,”
“The Zealous Heart.” Each of the chapters is full of beautiful and striking thoughts.
The treatment is of a nature to beguile even those not much given to spiritual reading. There is a constant recurrence of agreeable surprises, at one time in the development of the thoughts, at another in the turns of expression. A decided twentieth
century “flavor” runs through every chapter.
Most of the “Papers on Frequent Communion” which are collected into the third
velume here considered appeared first in “The Messenger of the Sacred Heart.” As
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the author says in the “Foreword,” “while addressed chiefly to daily communicants,
actual or prospective, the following pages, it is hoped, will assist the devction of those
also who come more rarely to the King’s Table.” Even a hurried perusal of the book
will convince the reader that much, very much, has been brought forward to enkindle
love of our Sacramental Lord in the heart, and to inflame it with desire for the

Eucharistic Banquet. It were difficult to single out particular chapters as more excellent than others. Yet there are several which to the reviewer seem to show a
treatment of more than usual originality and appeal to the reader.

One such is “The

Breakfast of the Soul,” another “The Queen’s Banquet,” and yet another “The Nun’s
Thanksgiving.” Feather Dwight’s book here reviewed is a fine companion volume to
a previous work of his, “Our Daily Bread,” so widely and favorably known; both
books are calculated to swell the ranks of frequent communicants, and, what is perhaps of as much importance, to keep frequent communicants from falling into the

ways of routine.
Father Faber, in selecting the title for what is probably the most famous of his

beoks, called it “All for Jesus,” or “The Easy Ways of Divine Love.” The book by
Father Garesché might very properly be styled “The Easy Ways of the Love of Our
Neighbor.” And as the command of the love of our neighbor is ‘like unto” the “first
and greatest” of the commandments, it is quite easy to put the work before us into
its proper place among the literature of its kind. In the very modest Preface the
author gives a fair idea of the scope and purpose of the book,—“to suggest to Catholics some at least of the every-day and easy ways in which they may aid both themselves and their fellow-man.” In eighteen sprightly and interesting chapters, he
accomplishes his purpose, and he would be a poor Catholic who could read even a few
of these chapters without being impelled to better ideals of what is at the present
day so significantly compressed into the little word “service.” Some of the titles of
chapters are calculated to awaken curiosity more than others. A few are here given
for that very purpose, and with the conviction that if one or more of them are read,
al! the remaining ones will have their turn: “Wearing a Catholic Face,” “Fools’
Gold,” “The Ethics of Saturday Night,” “One Aspect of Our Public Libraries.” The
last mentioned is a great one for teachers, though not for them exclusively by any
means.
The books are beautifully illustrated, eight engravings gracing each volume. Their
appearance in red and gold prepare us for the richness of thought within their covers
and manifest the deep revotion of the Jesuits to their Master, whose name they illustriously bear.
THE “SUMMA THEOLOGICA” OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. Part I. Literally
Translated by Fathers of the English Dominican Province. Third Number (Qq.
LXXV-CXIX).

New York, Benziger Brothers.

1912.

561 pp., $2.00 net.

The monumental task to which the scholarly Fathers of the English Province
have been devoting themselves these last years proceeds apace. The third volume
of this splendid translation of the “Summa” lies before us, and in no way falls
below the high standard set by the previous numbers. It embraces Questions LXXVCXIX, thus covering the remainder of Part I. This series of propositions presents
two admirable treatises—one on Man, the other on the Divine Government.

With

these three volumes constituting merely the first part of the wonderful Summa
before him, the student realizes in a concrete manner that this gigantie structure
presupposed not only a master’s intellect, but above all one “filled with the Spirit of
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God, with wisdom and understanding and all knowledge.” We sincerely trust that a
wide circulation encourage the editors so that the several volumes of Part IL appear
in due time.
THE RELATIONS OF EDUCATION TO CITIZENSHIP, by SIMEON E. BALDWIN. Yale University Press, New Haven. 1912. 173 pp., $1.15.
at Yale
This work constitutes the ninth volume of the Dodge Lectures delivered
pure
University by the Governor of Connecticut. The book.is not a mere discussion of
the
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educated man can make dynamic. In six chapters the author fulfills admirably
men
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to
was
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lectures,
these
of
purpose of the founder
of the United States an understanding of the duties of Christian citizenship, and a
sense of personal responsibility for the performance of those duties.”
FAITH AND SUGGESTION, by EDWIN ASH. Peter Reilly, Philadelphia. 1912.
153 pp., $1.25.
Animated by a laudable purpose, the author attempts a harmonization of Faith
and Science on the problems of Faith and Suggestion. Explanatory of his stuly,
Mr. Ash presents an account of the remarkable experiences of Miss Dorothy Kerin.
This young woman had been a chronic invalid for five years from tuberculosis, according to the testimony of some doctors. Other physicians considered Miss Kerin
to have been hysterical. The writer,however, claims that her three visionary experiences were real visions and not due to hysteria, and seemingly presents a strong
case. Though such phenomena can be caused by good or bad spirits, or result from
some nervous affection, the indistinctness of a reason for the cure leads us to believe

that there had been no need of divine intervention. The author weakens his position
by the introduction of a comparative study of St. Paul’s visions and those of Miss
Kerin’s. Her visions would lose out, by want of distinctness, absoluteness, meaning,
seriousness, importance, and finality. The writer is no doubt well-intentioned, but
seeking support from the works of William James, Henri Bergson and J. T. Hudson
might weaken the supoprt he deserves for his laudable efforts in the great works he
attempts. Though the authorities he accepts are not wanting in scientific honesty,
they are rationalists, who can never hold the possibility of miracles.
THE TEACHER’S COMPANION, by BROTHER DE SALES, M. A. New York,
Benziger Brothers. 1912. 208 pp., $1.00.
The author presents this book on School Methods as a guide to teachers, in many
things connected with their work. The book is chiefily concerned with principles of
education. Each page of print is accompanied by a blank page on which the teacher
may record his impressions and experiences with reference to the subjects presented.
THE STORY OF THE SODALITY OF OUR LADY, by REV. EDMUND LESTER,
S J. New York, Benziger Brothers. 1912. 74 pp., $0.30.
In a most pleasant manner the author describes the origin of the Prima Primaria,
of
its growth and canonical erection. In succeeding chapters he treats of “The Fruits
the Sodality,” “The Sodality Temple of Fame,” “The Lay Apostolate of the Sodality”
and other subjects that refer to the sodality. The second part of the book contains
the various exercises of devotion suitable for sodalists and sodality meetings.
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GLIMPSES OF HEAVEN, by SISTER M. AQUINAS, O. S. B.
ziger Brothers. 1912. 158 pp., $0.50.

New York, Ben-

“The Angelus Series” has received another beautiful addition in the interesting
booklet mentioned above. “Glimpses of Heaven” is not a spiritual reading book, but
a delightful presentation in good English of Dante’s Ten Heavens, as pictured in the
“Paradiso.” The author, besides encouraging the reader to dwell with the thoughts
of the noblest minds, aids the student in the comprehension of the “Paradiso,” ac-

knowledged to be the most obscure of Dante’s work.
THE CHURCH OF CHRIST, by REV. BERNARD J. OTTEN, S. J. St. Louis, B.
Herder. 1912. 155 pp., $0.15.
This little book treats in seven chapters seven important questions on the Church
of Christ. The author takes facts for the proof of his arguments in the subjects, “A
Divine Institution,’ “Christ’s Mystical Body,” “The Rule of Faith,’ “An Infallible
Guide,’ “A Guardian of Morals,” “Individual Interests,” and “Domestic and Social

Aims.” The book will supply food for thought to those who regard the Church with
indifference, or who consider her without real authority, or who misjudge the purpose
which the Church’s God-given authority was intended to serve.

LINCOLN’S OWN STORIES. Collected and Edited by Anthony Gross. New
York, Harper and Brothers. 1912. 224 pp., $1.00 net.
This decidedly wholesome book is the result of much patient, laborious and
loving research on the part of the compiler. His aim has been to select and arrange
stories which embody point and truth, in such a way that they may furnish continuous illustrations of the various stages of Lincoln’s wonderful career. By omitting
various dubious and maudlin tales sometimes attributed to the martyr-president,
Mr. Gross has not only manifested good taste but has made his book healthy in tone
and uplifting in purpose. Moreover, as Lincoln was not a professional story-teller,
bound only on exploiting his humorous vein, these stories and anecdotes in their
quaint, inimitable way, besides accentuating all the peculiar characteristics of his

many-sided personality, usually point an unmistakable moral.
OUTLINES OF EUROPEAN HISTORY.

Eighteenth Century to the Present Day.

Part II.

From the Cpening of the

By James Harvey Robinson, Professor of

History in Columbia University, and Charles A. Beard, Associate Professor of Politics

in Columbia University.

Boston, Ginn & Company.

$1.60.

1912.

12 mo., cloth, 555 pp.,

This volume is the second part of an outline history of Europe from the earliest

times to our own day; it is designed especially for use in high schools.
The first
volume (in preparation) will cover all the centuries prior to the eighteenth, includ-

ing even the prehistoric period.

The reason of this apparntly very unequal division

‘Of space is to be found in the well-grounded tendency to emphasize modern
history
in order to enable the student to catch up to his own times, to explain
to him the

social and economic as well as the political development of our own age, and to make
him understand the great problems of the world in which he finds himself.

A decided advantage of this manual over other histories of the XIXth century
is
the generous treatment given to the more fundamental economic matters—the Industrial Revolution, Commerce and the Colonies, the Internal Reforms of the European
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poStates. ete.—and correspondingly restricting the usual space allotted to purely
litical and military events.
In matters regarding the Church, the attitude of the historians is uniformly deferential, though certain important events are but slightly alluded to, if not studiously
passed over in silence; and of the civilizing influence of the Church on the Nations
during the past centuries, they have not the slightest conception. These defects, quite
serious as they appear in the eyes of a Catholic, need not, however, in our estimation,
deprive the intelligent teacher of the aid of so valuable a manual,
THE DRAMATIC METHOD OF TEACHING, by HARRIET FINLAY-JOHNSON.
Edited by Ellen M. Cyr.
trated, $1.00.

Boston, Ginn & Company.

1912.

12 mo., 199 pp., illus-

This book contains the story of the author’s own experience as head-mistress of
the Sompting School, Sussex, England. It is a complete revelation as to what results
can be obtained by the use of dramatic methods in school work. Dramatic method
avoids
as here understood is not all identical with mere theatrical effect. The author
the
letting
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the
of
most
in
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whole
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Whether or not dramatic methods are to be followed in detail, the unique story

success in this department makes entertaining and stimulating reading, and its
perusal will no doubt produce a plentiful harvest of new ideas and suggestions.

ELOQUENCE, by ROBERT I. FULSON, Dean of the
of Oratory, Ohio Wesleyan University, and THOMAS
Oratory, University of Michigan. Boston, Ginn &
403 pp.
The purposes of the authors in the preparation of this manuel is to illustrate by
concrete example the abstract principles which should guide the beginner in the art of
of
public speaking. The book contains an account of the lives and public careers
fifty
and
hundred
one
last
the
of
orators
American
and
twenty-two noted British

BRITISH AND AMERICAN
School of Oratory and Professor
C. TRUEBLOOD, Professor of
Company. 1912. 12 mo., cloth,

years, together with selections from their greatest speeches.

In this manner it stimu-

lates the study of the sources of oratorical power growing out of the personality,

the circummotives and methods of the orators considered; it sets forth the oceasion,
adopts
selects,
it
speeches;
effective
most
their
of
stance and the object of some
as the student
and utilizes within a very reasonable compass such helpful material

of oratory can find elsewhere only in many separate volumes. A great advantage of
practice
the collection consists in this, that it is the outgrowth of actual class-room

and hence is the result of years of experience.

THE SISTERS OF THE BON-SECOURS (1824).

A.
Preface by the Very Rev. Francis M. Wyndham, M.

Translated from the French.
New York, Benziger Brothers.

’
1912. 325 pp., $1.15 net.
n of the French work, l’Histoire du
translatio
This book is an abridgment and

Bon-Secours de Paris, in two volumes.

After an introductory chapter on the mis-

and early days.
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chief events related—foundations and filiations at home and abroad, striking inci-

dents in the work of the Sisters. The book concludes with descriptions of remarkable conversions and saintly deaths effected by the Bon-Secours.
SAINTS AND PLACES, by JOHN AYSCOUGH.
1912. 477 pp., $1.50 net.

New York, Benziger Brothers.

This is a charming book, over which one lingers time and again to dream of Italy
az the land of sunshine, of beauty and of song. It reveals the cultured writer at
once as an extensive and intelligent traveler, as a poet and a genial philosopher. In
a series of vivid pictures, the gifted author points out to us the scenes that he has
visited and calling at once on history and legendary lore, he entertains with a thousand and one curious details, instructive and edifying, regarding the Saints and

other eminent personages whose memory those places recall. His subject thus
affords him wide scope, but there is no trace of a dull line; throughout there runs a
sprightly verve and a delightful freshness rarely met with in the annual crop of
bcoks of travel. Not the least charm of the volume will be found in the delicate
humor and the kindly wit that ever knows its place and testifies to the consummate
taste of the artist. The illustrations, fairly numerous, are excellent.

CARDINAL MERCIER’S RETREAT TO HIS PRIESTS. Translated by J. M.
O’Kavanagh. With a Foreword by His Eminence Cardinal Gibbons. St. Louis, Mo.,
B. Herder.

1912.

365+LXVI pp., $1.50.

This volume is neither a guide nor a method for making a retreat; it simply contains the development of the themes that His Eminence, the Cardinal of Malines,
himself treated during the retreat given to his clergy in the summer of 1908. In a
series of nine long discourses he touches on all the great subjects usually presented
at such a time, but in a more modern phraseology and with special reference to his
class of auditors. The first discourse, entitled An Interchange of Confidences, determines the relative positions of preacher and hearers. The Retreat itself comprises the working out of the following main ideas: Ist, The Preparation of the
Soul; 2nd, The Moral and Religious Reformation of Life ( three discourses),
includ-

ing The Orientation of Our Lives, Death and the Great Alternative, Sin in the Soul

of the Priest; 3rd, The Self-Oblation of the Christian Soul to God; 4th, The
Consecration of the Priest to God Alone (two discourses), comprising The Mission
of the

Priest as Representative of Mankind before God, The Mission of the Priest as God’s
Messenger to Man. The Conclusion deals with the Means of Perseverance. A certain
lack of flexibility at times in the style of English version and the page-long list
of
errata-defects that will disappear as we earnestly hope in a speedy second edition,
can in no way detract from the solid line of thought habitual to the great Cardinal.
A book to be recommended for earnest meditation.

OLD TIME AND YOUNG TOM, by ROBERT J. BURDETTE. Indianapolis,
The
- Bobbs-Berrill Company. 1912. 325 pp., $1.25 net.
This collection of lectures by the well-known R. J. Burdette is a rare
treat; a
beok that our dull pessimistic age needs. A man of broad views, of wide
sympathies,
of overflowing humor, of genial good-natured wit, the author captivates
his readers

as formerly he spellbound his audience and led them at
will from laughter to tears.
.
Without the slightest tinge of sarcasm he persistently smiles,
and we smile with him
at our faults and foibles and eccentricities, and no one can
rise to go from his pres-
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ence without being a happier and a wiser man. The first lecture in this series is one
that many thousands will remember as “The Rise and Fall of the Moustache.” Few
have ever gotten closer than he in their analysis of that exceedingly interesting but
so generally misunderstood thing—the heart of rollicking, red-blooded boyhood. As
you linger over his kindly pages, a figure seems to emerge from the mist between
your eyes and the book—a figure, bare-headed, full-throated, of more or less cherubic

contour, with clothes of interdeterminable color, nut-brown hands and rudely-bandaged finger, stained feet and two thoroughly stubbed big toes. You have no difficulty in recognizing that portrait, though you may sit for hours in sullen dismay,
wondering why they call that thing in the official family album Our John Thomas,
Aged 12. After reading such a book, even the most prosaic will breathe a blessing on
the kind heart which, like a never-failing spring, makes everything in its vicinity
gladden into smiles.
THE SWORD OF BUSSY, or THE WORD OF A GENTLEMAN, by ROBERT
NEILSON STEPHENS and HERMAN NICKERSON. Boston, L. C. Page & Company. 1912. 315 pp., $1.25 net.
A romance savoring of all the dubious love intrigues so prevalent among the
aristocratic circles of France during the 16th century. Its chief characters are Bussy
<’Amboise, the brave and impetuous favorite of the Duc d’Anjou, brother of Henri
IfI., and Heloise de Moncourt. The latter erroneously ascribes to the former the
abduction of her elder sister, and the whole plot of the book centers about her selfimposed mission to wipe out the stain on her family’s honor. The reader’s attention
is captivated from the outset; wit and humor and sword-play shut out the possibility of a single dull moment; yet for all that, it remains a book unsuitable espe-

cially for young people.
ON HAZARDOUS SERVICE, by WILLIAM GEORGE BEYMER. New York,
Harper & Brothers. 1912. 287 pp., $1.80 net.
“Thrilling adventures,’ “hairbreadth escapes,’ “deadly gun-play” and “skillful
maneuvering” are phrases trite enough, yet they but adequately describe what is in
store for those who read these pages, which narrate the hazardous service rendered
both the North and South by men and women in the days of the Civil War. “To
obtain that great essential to success, information,” these men and women gave up
ali that that is neld dear by men—comforts, home, friends, and in some instances

life itself. What adds to the intense interest of these accounts is their veracity.
The author tells us he spared neither expense nor effort not only to collecting the
data, but to verify them, even to the smallest detail.
THE PRESIDENT’S CABINET, by HENRY BARRETT LEARNED. New Haven,
Yale University Press. 1912. 471 pp., $2.50 net.
The President’s Cabinet as it exists today is a gradual enlargement of the
council which Washington formed in the beginning of his administration. This council was made up of the heads of the various executive departments established by the

Congress of 1789. These departments were four in number and comprised the departments of State, War, Treasury and the Attorney-Generalship. New departments were added from time to time to these original four to keep up with the
enormously increasing volume of administrative work. Altogether there have been
made five additions—the departments of Navy, Post Office, Interior, Agriculture, and
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of Commerce and Labor.

By force of custom the chiefs or secretaries of each of

these departments were entitled to a seat in the President’s council, or Cabinet, as it
has come to be called. The Studies in the present book “are designed to. reveal those
. factors in the history of the President’s Cabinet which explain the origin and formation of the council as well as the establishment of the structural offices which form
the institution.” Cabinet practices and the personnel do not enter into the scope of
this volume, though these topics have at times been touched upon. The abundant
references supplied and comparative newness of the field of inquiry should make 1t
acceptable to the student, while the timeliness, in view of the chonge of administration soon to be effected, coupled with the readable and thorough treatment of the
matter, should lend it an added interest to the general reader.
;
CATHOLIC STUDIES IN SOCIAL REFORM: I. Destitution and Suggested
Remedies (58 pp.), Preface by Mgr. Henry Parkinson, D. D. II. Sweated Labor and
the Trade Boards Act, by the Rev. Thomas Wright (69 pp.), III. The Housing Problem, edited by Leslie A. St. L. Toke, B. A. (67 pp.). IV. The Church and Eugenics,
by the Rev. Thomas J. Gerrard (59 pp.). St Louis, B. Herder. 1912. $0.20 apiece.
These pamphlets constitute some numbers of “A Series of Manuals, edited by the
Catholic Social Guild.” Their object is to “examine current problems of citizenship
in the light of Christian principles, thus furnishing, for the benefit of those who are
bewildered by the number and variety of the social panaceas proposed, some means
of distinguishing what is ethically sound from what is based upon false or distorted
ideals.” In each manual the history of the subject is first taken up, followed by an
examination as to “what points and to what degree Catholic doctrine is involved,
what projects are, at least negatively, sound, what motives exist for energetic action,
and what Catholic agencies are already at work.” Though the manuals are a presentation of subjects decidedly English and for England, Americans will find much advice in the principles to be followed in the solution of social questions.
THE REV. SIMON FITZSIMONS’ IDEAS ON EVOLUTION.
Herder. 1912. 48 pp., $0.15.

St. Louis, B.

This is a reply by the able Erie Wasmann to an attack upon him by the Rev.
The latter is not at all prepared to understand to criticise Father

FitzSimons.

Wasmann through inability to read the latter’s original works.

It is evident that

he has not thoroughly read Wasmann’s latest works, nor has he understood them.

Then, his own confessions in the matter reveal him as presumptuous in speaking authoritatively on questions of Evolution. It was at the request of his many friends
that Wasmann undertook to refute the attacks made upon his theories and conclu-

sions by such a man as the Rev. FitzSimons.
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DAYTON, OHIO

Health and Happiness
Are habitual With those who drink
HOLLENCAMP’S Beer regularly

HEALTH—Because Hbollencamp’s
“Golden Glow” beer is wholesome ©
and nutritious.

AT
HAPPINESS—Because it is refreshing, palatable and a chaser of that
tired feeling of either body or mind.
Have us send you a case. Before it is gone you will
already have begun to feel its beneficial effects

HOLLENCAMP'S
(Independent) Brewing Co.
BOTH PHONES

GEE! BUT THEYRE GOOD
Candies sold at S. M. C. are manufactured by

Makers of

Our Standard:

‘‘Upon IIonor’’ Sweets

Quality First

‘“Affectionate’’
Chocolates

}

©

The Useof a Needle
Is equally as essential to the clothes as the Woolens
Woolens

We have the

and

know

how

handle

to

a

needle

WENDELL PFEIFFER, Tailor
Third Floor Home Telephone Building, Fourth and Jefferson

We Absolutely Guarantee

ARS
GOLDEN BAND CIG
The only 5c Cigar

To be free from dope and like ingredients.

which can be smoked freely without injury to your health.

H. J. WAGNER & LSON
WHOLESALE AND RETAI
24 East Fifth Street

©
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MORE GOOD BREAD FROM EACH SACK
THAN ANY OTHER FLOUR IS WHAT MAKES
B E 7, t
IN PINK SACKS so Popular with

Housewlves who Once Use It.

B j 4 i ) E
ASK

YOUR

GROCER

LE

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE
FOR
IT

COMES

IN

25 Cents

SACKS

A VALUABLE COUPON IN EVERY SACK
30, 1906.
Guaranteed under the Food and Drug Act, June
Office.
Serial No. 23020. Registered U. S. Patent

The Durst Milling Company one

°

Dayton, Ohio
©

Duell’s Bread South Park Shoe Store
And Confectionery are used

Dealer in Fine Shoes

by the S. M. I. Four
Hundred

REPAIRING NEATLY DONE

This should be a sufficient

H. PAUZAR

recommendation
A. H. DUELL

807 South Brown

6I Little St.

TheP.M.HarmanGo. The Patterson Too! and Supply
FURNISHERS AND
Company
DECORATORS
Wall Papers, Frescoing, Tinting, Relief
Fabrics for Walls. All kinds of Floor Coyerings, Window Shades, House Furnishings,
Ete.
Bell Phone 381. Home Phone 2381.

30 & 32 North Main Street
Old Reliable S. M. I. Boys Buy
ADAM DEGER’S

CAKES AND
CONFECTIONS
Brown St. and Union Ave.

127 East Third Street
Mechanics’ tools of every description.
Iron and Wood Working Machinery.
Factory supplies for all classes of Manufacturing.
Bell 333

Home 3523

McDermont & Clemens
FINE PLUMBING
Broomell’s Vapor System of Heating
a SPecialty For Residences,
Schools and Churches.
25 N. JEFFERSON ST.

DAYTON, OHIO
*

©

MANICURING

© THE ARCADE
BARBER SHOP
Our. ten - chair
service
assures
no long waits.

Our new equipment gives the
best work possible.
Our Sanitary
.

Systems guaran-

tee satisfaction.
Our prices are
the same as you
pay elsewhere.
We'd like you to
be one of our
regular customers.
14 and 16 Arcade

<)

©

©

A GOOD WORD:
Is heard on every side about our
SEPIA PLATINUM PORTRAITS

The Bowersox Studio !37 Canby Bidg.
*®

“©
OPTICIANS

DIAMOND EXPERTS
FINE REPAIRING

DIAMONDS. WATCHES,
JEWELRY
17 EAST FIFTH STREET
DAYTON, OHIO
©
fay

(2)

EAT

Laurel Butter Crackers
BEST ON EARTH

Manufactured only by

The Dayton Biscuit Company
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

©

©

©

©

Ferneding’s Fashionable Footwear
HEADQUARTERS FOR

SHOES, OXFORDS, PUMPS
“Always the Latest”

..

..

..

“Always the Lowest”

FERNEDING’S SHOE STORE tiro‘sr.
*

©

Builders’
Hardware

Bell, 2071

Bell 1540 Main

John Hemberger

A
Specialty

Dealer in

HARDWARE, FURNACES
AND ROOFING

Lawn Mowers
Lawn Rollers
Garden Hose
Screen Doors

SHEET METAL WORK AND
SPOUTING

and Windows
Chicken

No. 850 Brown St., Dayton, Ohio

Netting
and
Fly Screen
LEONARD REFRIGERATORS

FREY BROS.
Wholesale Dealers in

TOOLS AND CUTLERY

CHEESE

The G. W. Tischer Co,
228-230 Bainbridge St.

34 N. Main St.

Dayton, Ohio

©

ae
To put on Water Paints and
Wall Goatings right, use a

She Sebhart- Wuicket
Lumber Company

en Sprayer
And

Home Phone 3227

Whitewasher

Lumber and Mill Work

Doesin 4 minutes what a
brush will
do in 60.

LONG AND LARGE TIMBERS A SPECIALTY
Wayne Ave. and Railroad.

Climax Style
$10.50

DAYTON, O.

Herman Soehner

Sent on
Approval

Sole Agent

Catalogue on

GARLAND
STOVzS

Application

McGormick
Mfg. Go.

Roofing and Spouting, General Jobbing

Dept. K
Dayton, Ohio

112 S. Jefferson St.
©

DAYTON, OHIO

THE

Be sure and ask for

DAYTON ICE CREAM
Absolutely Pure and Wholesome

John T. Barlow Co.

Manufactured by

Wholesale

Dayton Ice Cream
and Dairy Co.

Dry Goods and Notions

Perfection

Butter

is

the

Best

Downtown Offices—20 North Jefferson St,
and 38 Bast Fourh St.

The Troy-Pearl
Laundry Go.

35 & 37. N, Main St.

DAYTON, OHIO.

Buckeye Barbers

Supply Company
Is the place to buy Razors, Strops, Hair
Tonics, Toilet Waters, Perfumes, Pocket
Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes, Combs, Ete.
CLARENCE 8S. WIGGIM

10 to 32 Ziegler St.

214 EAST THIRD STREET

Family Washing, 6c a Pound

Opp. Publie Library

W. J. SHERER CO.

It’s a well-spent dime that

Fresco Artists
Interior

and

Decorators

25 Perrine Street

DAYTON, OHIO

WHEN I BUY

buys a

La Preferencia Cigar
J. B. MOOS CO.
Distributors

The Canby, Ach & Canby

Company’s

Handkerchiefs, Collars,
Shirts, Socks and Shoes

Battleship Coffee

I have in mind the

ST. MARYS’
BOYS

GRADES AT 25c, 30c, 35c, 40¢c PER LB.
Guaranteed Finest Obtainable for the Price

THE CANBY, ACH

& CANBY

COMPANY
W. E. WALTON, No. ii Arcade

DAYTON, OHIO
Kindly mention THE EXPONENT when calling on Advertisers.

Large Numbers of St. Mary’s Graduates are Also Graduates of

The Miami Commercial College
A. D. WILT, President
§ Many of them are promi.ent in Business and in the Legal and other Professions
in Dayton and elsewhere, doing great honor to both institutions
. A number are
now with us.
{ The training of the MIAMI is broad and thorough and large numbers of its
graduates annually take fine business positions.

Nearly GOO Places Opened to Them in 1910
{J The College is open all the year and students may enter at any time and
make
easy monthly payments.

«THE..

William Hall Electric Go.
Supplies and
Construction

118 W. Fourth St.

DAYTON, OHIO

O'Neill & Co.
18 Faubourg Poissoniere, Paris
—Inmporters and Wholesale Dealers in——

Church, Community and Institution
Goods, Black Serges, Worsteds, Diagonals, Habit Cloths, Drap’de’ete
for Cassocks, Ete.
:
3:
23

112

to

118

North

Charles Street

Baltimore, Md.

BERNHARD BROS.

BLENDS fo897
QUALITY

Roasters of High Grade Coffees
Jobbers of Teas and Spices

You cannot afford to pass us by when in
the market.
Ask Your Grocer

Heads I Win

There’s a Reason_-_
I sell the best hats__Because I
Sell the Most

a $3.00 HAT FOR $2.00
Paying More is Over-paving

$2 BILL CODY
Four Stores

5-7 Arcade

The John A. Murphy Co.

COAL
HAMILTON OTTO

COKE

BERNHARD BROS.
Pine and Marshail Sts.

DAYTON, OHIO

Main Office, 224 S. Ludlow St.

©
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SOLE AGENT

The Dayton Gas Co’s Coke and
“OLD LEE” Anthracite Coal
Bell Phone 208—240 West Fifth Street—Home Phone 2208
Bell Phone 1840—GAS WORKS—Home Phone 3049

When business is DULL,
it is HIGH time to advertise in the EXPONENT

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS FROM NOW
You will wonder just how you looked when in college,
young and full of vigor. We can furnish you a copy of
YOUR LIKENESS
that will please you.

SMITH BROS., Photographers,
18 E. Fourth St.

BOD
HHA
IHIH HIONSCHICAHHHHHIKICHICAIIIIMIMMM?

FURS
FURS
FURS
FOR HOLIDAY GIFT
Matched Sets and Separate Pieces
NOTHING MORE APPROPRIATE FOR WIFE OR
SWEETHEART
You cannot afford not to see

our

magnificent

offerings.

G enuine bargains in dependable Furs.
All Coats, Suits and Dresses reduced for the Holiday trade.

Mearick’s Cloak House
123 South Main Street
OOOO
SOCCOSCSSSOSOS

ST. MARY’S COLLEGE
After thorough investigation has pa pped
with

.
Fyrene extintsuichers
BECAUSE OF ITS SUPERIOR
EFFICIENCY
SIMPLICITY
ENDURANCE

ALL SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES

:

Should Provide This Inexpensive, Reliable Protection

THE PYRENE CO., Dayton, O.

|

Says Miss Remington:
It D&YS to be known as an operator of the leading typewriter—to share in the prestige which goes
with leadership.
It P&S to operate the machine in widest use,
because it means the widest choice of opportunities
for me.
It DaySto enjoy the advantages of the unrivaled

Remington service. The facilities provided by the
Remington Employment Departments, the largest,
the best organized, the most thorough in the world,
are always at my command.
Remington Typewriter Company
(INCORPORATED)
New York and Everywhere

«°°

oe tt 2688.
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7 Phone 688

The Dayton Lumber and
Manufacturing Co.
LUMBER LATH AND SHINGLES
*
.

CG:

SCH UB E RT

Deater i
Heins's 57 Varieties
PICKLES, OLIVES, PURE: VINEGAR,
CHEESE, SARDINES, CANNED. GOODS

Manufacturers of ©
166 Arcade Market

DOORS, SASH, BLINDS
And ‘All Kinds of Mill Work

Bell Phone 5757

Home Phone 5757

The Traveler’s Insurance Company
Represented by::

HENRY J. WERST
Our Guaranteed Low Cost Life Insurance Policies with Disability Provision
Guarantee every figure, eliminate all uncertainties, and afford the. maximum
amount of Insurance at the lowest cost. .
During the fifty years sinee The Travelers organized the business of accident insurance in this country, it has paid over 570,000 accident and health
claims, with benefits amounting to over $37,000,000—an unequaled record of
service.
The benefits of these policies are so large and the cost is so small that no
man can afford to be without an Accident and Health ‘policy in
THE TRAVELERS
I refer you to Rev. John T. Gallagher, Rev. J. S. Sieber, Ph. D., Messrs.

Eugene C. Gerlach, *12, George A. Taylor, A. W. Kling, W. F. Longstreth.

HENRY J. WERST, 9th FLOOR SCHWIND BLDG.
BELL 5310

HOME 3735
Residence Phone—Home 11400-1

The Arcade Smokery:
R. W. MYERS, Proprietor

Cigars, Pipes, ‘Tobacco, Smokers’ Supplies.
Box: Goods a Specialty.
Pipes Repaired.

Arcade and:3d St.

Sadi:Cc. Eberhardt Albert Pretviiren
920. Reibold Building .

Architect:

OPTICIAN

1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building

“DEFECTS. OF SIGHT
CORRECTED BY. LENSES”
Tel. Bell 1598

Tel. Home 3747

Photographer

DAYTON, OHIO
Telephones:
Bell 1439 Main

Home 4839

Office Hours: 9:12; 1:30-4:00
Sundays and Evenings by Appointment
Phones: Bell Main 1580; Home 4866 _

Harry
B; Harris, M. D,.
800-801-802 Reibold Bldg...

20:22 ‘East Third: Street.
Phone East 485
Phone Main 2485

Res. Phone.Home 4142

Ben Westbrock
UNDERTAKER
THE. USE OF MY NEW MODERN
‘’ CHAPEL FREE
718 Wayne Ave.

Dayton, Ohio

In the hour of.your bereavement
remember

LEO F. WALTER
Sucessor to Michael Walter

and Call
Bell Phone 625

-Home Phone 2625

Dayton, Ohio

Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat,

W: S. MecConnaughey
»

John C. Shea

-McConnaughy.& Shea:
ATTORNEYS AT
Aw
Reibold Bldg.

Dayton, Ohio

Home.4479

Bell. ‘(Main 816

H. D. Rinehart, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and~Throat
Refraction and Fitting Lenses

Modern: in every Respect
129-131. Franklip.. St.

Reibold Bldg.

Dayton, Ohio

GYMNASIUM
——=G
00DS

Basket Ball

Foot Ball

Pennants, Shoes, Suits.

Is Our
SPECIALTY.

Yes, Everything.

Eeehekwse Dohse

Niehaus & Dohse

Sporting Goods

Sporting Goods

35 E. 5th. St.

W.L. Ademson Co.
Wholesale Grocers
Distributors of

Quality

Goods

“OLNEY” Brand Canned Goods.

HUNTS Quality Fruits
CRUIKSHANKS Pickels
Condiments

|

Chas. W. Schaeffer
Geo. H. Gengnagel

35 E. 5th. St.

Bell Phone Main 33
Home Phone 3333

Schaeffer & Gengnagel
Jobbers and Retailers of

Coal, Sewer Pipe, Building Material
Portland and Hydraulic Cement

and
812 to 828 East First St.

DAYTON, O.

+6

eS
Home 2440

Bell Phone, Main 440

PARK PHARMACY
BURKHARDT & ROTTERMANN

DRUGGISTS AND APOTHECARIES
N. W. COR. THIRD AND ST. CLAIR STS.
California Cough Balsam
B. & R. Flavoring Extracts

DAYTON, OHIO

Condition Powder

©
©

C. HOFFHEIMER

THE NEW STORE FOR MEN

The COLONIAL
——= Men’s Wear Shop
A Clearance Sale of Men’s and Young Men’s Fumishings
that means much to you.
14 WEST THIRD STREET

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED
©

Does

Advertising
Pay?

Say!
Don’t you know that
the young man whowishes
to be well dressed must
renew his stock of gloves
and neckwear very frequently?
Don’t think that the

wrinkled, mussed, shabby
scarf isn’t noticed.

It is!

At prices such as these
you can afford a generous
supply:

Advertisers
in the
Exponent
KNOW
Their Ads
Bring

Results

SOc, 75c, $1.00

GLOVES
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
ke"Note our new location—

THE GRAVES-MEADE 60.
Smart Clothes—Hats—Haber-

dashery
25 South Ludlow

“Where Values Tell, You
Know.”

@, Our readers patronize
Exponent advertisers,

@ Every reader is a booster.

G, If your ad were here you
would be reading it.

ie

Bell Phone 413

<e)

Home Phone 2413

The Weakley and Worman Co.,
Wholesale Grocers

DAYTON

440 E. Third St.

16 S. Wayne Ave.

The Tiffin Manufacturing Company |
Manufacturers of

CHURCH FURNITURE
Pews, Pulpits, Confesionals, Prie Dieus, Vest-

|

Altars, Altar Railings,

|

Station Frames, Pedestais,

ment Cases and Baptis-

|

mals

$2

-

+e

be
|

Rien

From Architect’s or Original Designs
_

Sketches and Estimates Furnished on

| Pilling: -

Application

- Ohio

ros
Kindly mention THE EXPONENT when calling on Advertisers.
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WE CANNOT TELL A LIE
THE CLOTHES WE SELL ARE THE

BEST NIFTY SPRING STYLES
FOR YOUNG MEN

THE HOLLENCAMP SONS CO.
TAILORS
ESTABLISHED

JEFFERSON AND MARKET

1873

:

DAYTON, OHIO

SHHIS
AHA
HRHKHIM
HAH
HAIRAIHAH
HAHAHA
©

A. JANSZEN & CO.
Wholesale

Grocers
S. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets

101 to 117 East Second Street

.

*

e

‘

Cincinnati, Ohio

PHONES—Main 830, Main 832, Main 833, Main 834, Main 835.

Kindly mention THE EXPONENT when calling on Advertisers.

©

Prince’s Toric Lenses *-:
EVERY OPTICIAN in town is ready to
serve you. But EYESIGHT is PRICE-

eo

aaa a x

LESS. Right Glasses are important.
Will you place yourself in doubtful o1
incompetent hands?

PRINCE’S TORIC LENSES can not
be bought of any other house NO MAT-

TER WHAT THEY CLAIM.

Don’t Visit Cincinnati

Without Calling on Us
And Have Your Sight Fitted
With a Pair of

Prince’s Celebrated Toric Lenses . -

|

oeMP,

Optician

3

108 W. Fourth St.

¢

O’BRIEN BROS.

MEAT
Will Please You
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE
BOTH PHONES—4742
AUTO DELIVERY
161-162-163-164-165 ARCADE MARKET

